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ABSTRACT 

Recently, a new technology termed the controllable photochromic has emerged 

within the field of chromogenic technology. This technology represents a novel 

approach to the control of solar heat gain and adjustable transmission by utilizing a 

combination of chromogenic and radiation sensitive technologies. By harnessing soiar 

energy for coloration, these systems represent a low-energy approach to controllable 

transmission glazings when compared to other chromogenic technologies available today. 

The zero external power required to reduce the glazing transmission and to maintain that 

state will provide opportunities for applications where today's chromogenic technologies 

are not well suited. 

One emphasis of this work was the rationalization of a general framework through 

which present and future controllable photochromic systems can be discussed. This 

framework discusses the roles and properties of the system components, necessary and 

desired for the function of the system, including a radiation sensitive electrode, a 

chromogenic electrode, and an electrolyte. The framework was also examined through a 

detailed case study of a system involving an anatase TiOi radiation sensitive electrode 

and a WO3 chromogenic electrode. While this study involved a particular 

implementation of the technology, it exposed a great many attributes of this system 

including kinetics, wavelength sensitivity, influence of construction parameters. 
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sensitivity to non-uniform incident radiation, and control over the photochromic 

response. 

While the general framework is useful for discussion of the principles involved in 

device operation, the detailed mechanisms occurring in a particular implementation will 

generally be more complex. Through careful study of the example system described in 

this thesis, the primary mechanisms occurring in the device were identified, and a model 

is proposed which is consistent with the observed findings. The source of degradation 

occurring due to prolonged cycling in the devices was studied through investigation of 

changes occurring in individual device components. 

While only one implementation of the technology was studied in detail in this 

investigation, three configurations were discussed in terms of the general framework. 

These systems exhibit an impressive array of desirable properties; however, it is clear that 

there is still much to be done to bring the technology to full fruition. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Photochromism is a phenomenon found in a wide variety of materials, and it is 

familiar to many through the popular ophthalmic lenses such as Coming Photogray® and 

PPG Transitions®. When the lenses are indoors where UV levels are low, the lenses are 

highly transparent (on the order of 85 to 90%). When the lenses are exposed to sources 

rich in UV such as typical outdoor illumination, the lenses rapidly darken to a much less 

transparent state (typically between 20 and 30%). These materials allow a single pair of 

prescription glasses to serve both indoor and outdoor functions without the need for a 

separate pair of sunglasses or clip-on filters. 

The automatic regulation of color and transparency has been suggested for 

applications ranging from architectural and automotive glazing to dolls that tan in the 

sun; but when considering the markets for such applications, architectural and automotive 

glazing seems to be the most substantial in terms of volume and potential dollar value. 

While the market potential exists, there has been little penetration of photochromies into 

these markets, and the reasons for the exclusion are numerous. Some of these factors 

include fatigue with time, low modulation of infrared radiation, and lack of operator 

control over the photochromic response. 

It is the latter of these factors which has, perhaps, been one of the most significant 

in limiting the acceptance in the automotive arena and to a lesser extent in the 

architectural market. For example, while a car is parked in a sunny area, the dark 

automotive windows would serve to keep the vehicle's interior cooler. When the driver 
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returns to the vehicle and attempts to drive, however, the windows must return to a state 

of high transparency to provide a clear view of the surroundings and meet stringent 

automotive regulations. For a house, it might be the desire of the occupant to have a 

clear view out of a kitchen or living room window even though the sun is shining on the 

window. Without control over the photochromic response, issues of safety and consumer 

demand severely limit the use of this technology. 

In contrast to the inherent automatic regulation of transparency on exposure to 

incident radiation found in photochromic materials, there are a number of technologies 

which use an external source of electrical power to modulate the state of transparency. 

For a user or occupant, this presents the advantage of control which was lacking in the 

automatic systems, and it is also possible to incorporate photoelectric or thermal switches 

to operate these controllable systems in a way that is similar to the automatic 

technologies. While this would appear to be ideal, their development has presented some 

issues which still need to be addressed, and electrical power consumption is one of those 

issues. In the case of an automotive system, it is desired for the windows to attain a low 

level of transparency when the vehicle is parked and the engine is off, but electrical loads 

on the battery must be absolutely minimized in this state. Other large area glazings such 

as sliding glass doors would place even greater demands on power, and while the 

availability of power within the home is not an issue for these systems, it should be 

recognized that energy savings is a primary development objective. 
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It is the goal of this work to provide insight into the development of a new device 

technology exhibiting photochromic properties along with an operator's control over the 

photochromic response. As a foundation for this development, the document begins by 

describing several technologies which exhibit controlled transparency including both the 

automatic and voltage regulated systems. To this end, each description includes some 

historical background, details of the mechanisms and materials involved, and typical 

device construction if applicable. 

Chapter two presents a rationalization in terms of materials and theoretical 

discussion for a controllable photochromic device. The current controllable technologies 

are compared, and their relative merits and inadequacies are explored with respect to the 

properties of the controllable photochromic system. Since it is necessary to incorporate 

other materials and technologies into such devices to produce the desired effects, these 

issues are introduced as a matter of course through this discussion. It is the intention of 

this section to provide a framework for the discussion of devices of this type and to 

describe the prototype system used in this experimental study. 

Chapter three is devoted to the many experimental details required to fabricate the 

devices. Of particular interest in this section is the development of a light sensitive layer 

with high sensitivity, proper transmission requirements, and sufficient visual quality for 

controllable photochromic applications. The selection, characterization, and fabrication 

of the other components in the device will be described as well. It will conclude with a 
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description of the physical construction of the device and some elaboration on the 

experimental apparatus that was used to characterize the final monolithic product. 

The many phenomenological properties of the device are discussed in the fourth 

section. Because the device is new to the literature, it is useful to discuss several 

properties of the device which are externally characterized to familiarize the reader with 

the complex behaviors exhibited by the system. This section discusses the degree of 

control afforded to the user over the photochromic response and the response of the 

system with respect to the characteristics of the incident radiation. Additional discussion 

is devoted to a description of the durability of the device with respect to cycling and 

environmental exposure. 

Following the description of phenomenological properties, the fifth section 

explores the mechanisms at work within the device. While the system exhibits the 

properties described in Chapter 3 for the framework of controllable photochromies, the 

processes underlying the operation of the device itself are more complex than those 

described in the framework. It will be the objective of this section to explore some 

details of the chemistry and mechanisms involved in the operation of this device and use 

this to propose a more detailed mechanistic model for its operation. 

Following the description of mechanisms involved in the operation of the device, 

the issue of degradation is explored. As described in the phenomenology section, the 

devices explored in this experimental work exhibit degradation upon extended cycling 

under exposure to various environmental conditions. This section is devoted to the 
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exploration of the processes occurring during device degradation with the purpose of 

exposing the source of the degradation. 

In the final document section, the framework, device performance, and 

mechanisms are summarized to propose further avenues of research and development. 

While the goals and objectives of this research were largely successful in terms of 

analyzing a prototype controllable photochromic system, it is clear that much work still 

must be done to bring the technology to full fruition. This section concludes with a 

description of some areas which deserve attention in order to develop the technology 

further. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 Solarisation 

Changes in the color of materials upon exposure to radiation have been noted in 

the literature since about I825[l], and an interesting account of the phenomenon was 

published in 1839[2]. In this account, D. K. Splittgerber obtained a piece of window 

glass with gold lettering that had been used in the front of a building for about 20 years to 

advertise a business. After this extended exposure to the daylight, the glass pane was 

removed apparently for reuse in another capacity. In order to prepare the glass for reuse 

the gold lettering was removed by grinding and polishing the surface. Upon doing this, 

Splittgerber noted that the parts of the window which had been under the gold lettering 

remained clear while the remainder of the window had assumed a violet tint. In this 

manner it was shown that in the presence of sunlight, window glass would exhibit a 

change in color through the bulk. Such processes in which the action of incident solar 

light resulted in a lasting transmission change in the material were termed solarisation. 

As the phenomenon was studied in greater detail, it became clear that the window 

pane described by Splittgerber was not unique in its properties. Indeed, J. T. Pelouze 

wrote in 1867 that "I do not believe that there exists in commerce a single species of 

glass that does not change Its shade in sunlight."[3] Since then, much work has been 

done to reduce the solarisation and to increase the ultraviolet (UV) transmission of glass. 



Such solarisation phenomena represent some of the earliest work on photo-

induced color changes in materials. The purple color observed in these early experiments 

were due to the oxidation of manganese in the glass from Mn"^ to Mn^^ with the 

simultaneous reduction of iron from Fe^"^ to Fe'^. Effecting a rapid reversal of this 

process requires the heating of the glass to temperatures close to the softening point of 

the glass. The slow kinetics of solarisation and the conditions required to reverse the 

process clearly do not allow their use in practical devices and glazing designed for the 

adaptive thermal control of automobiles and buildings. 
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2.2 Photochromism 

2.2.1 Background 

While the process of soiarisation represents lasting photo-induced changes in 

materials, photochromism represents more reversible changes. The distinction between 

the two phenomena is the reversibility of the reactions induced by the radiation. While 

some of the changes occurring during soiarisation are somewhat reversed after extended 

periods at room temperature in the absence of the solar radiation, the reactions are 

effectively irreversible under the common ambient conditions seen by window glass. 

Photochromic materials, however, exhibit reversible photo-induced reactions when 

exposed to common usage environments. 

One of the first literature reports of a photochromic material was a painted gate 

post which appeared black during the day and white during the night[4]. When Phipson 

questioned the manufacturer of the paint about the pigment, he claimed to have known 

about the peculiar behavior for nearly 10 years. It was not until the early 1900s, 

however, that the behavior was recognized as a new phenomenon. Active research on 

photochromism ensued during the early 1900's detailing primarily the phenomenology of 

the new photochromic materials including the types of radiation required, the kinetics of 

coloration and decay, and fatigue[5]. 

It was not until the 1940's that significant headway was made in the identification 

of the underlying principles involved in the photochromic processes. Many new organic 
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and inorganic compounds were produced during this time, and much more careful studies 

were undertaken to look at the reactions, intermediates, products, kinetics, and fatigue. 

Such studies were instrumental in isolating sets of potentially useful materials for use in 

the devices of the time, and today's expanding set of potential uses presents even greater 

opportunities for such materials. 

A look at the photochromic materials available today presents three major 

categories of materials based on the principles of their operation. These categories are: 

1. Organics which posses different optical absorption due to changes in bonding 
configurations 

2. Inorganics deriving optical absorption from trapping of free carriers to form color 
centers 

3. Inorganic glasses exhibiting optical transmission change through the reversible 
formation of metal clusters 

Each of these will be discussed in turn to describe some of their mechanisms of operation 

and features which make them attractive for development. 

2.2.2 Organic Photochromies 

The organic photochromic materials can be classified into four general categories 

of materials based on the reactions induced under appropriate incident radiation. These 

categories are homolytic cleavage, tautomerism, cis-trans isomerization, and heterolytic 
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cleavage. Examples of pholochromic materials based on each of these mechanisms is 

available in the literature and will be discussed briefly here. 

Homolytic cleavage of a bond in an organic material results in the formation of 

two similarly charged species. This dissociation usually results in the production of 

highly reactive radical species which are short lived. Due to the reactivity and lifetimes 

of such products, careful attention must be paid to the matrix surrounding such 

compounds. 

In general, tautomerism refers to the reversible conversion of a molecule between 

two isomers. Equilibrium between the two isomers results in a characteristic 

concentration under a particular set of environmental conditions. Introduction of incident 

radiation can cause a shift in this equilibrium resulting in a change in the concentration of 

the isomers. In the most common situation, one isomer is not normally present, and it 

forms only in the presence of incident radiation. The difference in colors of the isomers 

gives the characteristic color change to the materials under light exposure. 

The third class of organic photochromies are characterized by a cis-trans 

isomerization around an unsaturated linkage. Conversion from the cis to trans isomer 

and the reverse process from trans to cis can generally be induced by selection of 

appropriate light wavelengths. Also, since the trans isomer is generally more 

thermodynamically stable than the cis isomer, there is often a thermally excited cis to 

trans conversion occurring in the absence of light. The stability of both isomers and the 
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high quantum efficiencies seen in some of these systems under laboratory conditions 

make these materials attractive for practical systems. 

The final category of organic photochromic materials exhibit heterolytic cleavage 

of a single covalent bond under the influence of appropriate wavelengths of light. 

Because the resulting portions may still be connected through other linkages, such 

materials can be relatively stable and can recombine to regenerate the original molecule. 

Such materials constitute perhaps the most promising class of organic photochromies and 

contain the most commercially successful organic photochromies, spiroxazines. With the 

help of various stabilizers and appropriate choice of host material, lenses with acceptable 

eyeware properties have been developed and were commercially introduced by PPG as 

the Transitions® lenses. 

In general, however, all of the organic photochromic materials known to date 

exhibit significant fatigue. Also, owing to their organic nature, they have inherent UV 

stability issues which effectively limit their lifetimes in the presence of solar radiation. 

Nevertheless, some commercial triumphs of organic photochromies such as the 

Transitions® eyeware lend hope for the continued development and success of this large 

and diverse set of materials. 
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2.2.3 Inorganic Photochromies 

2.2.3.1 Color centers 

Typically, inorganic photochromies have large band gaps (> 3eV) such that the 

materials do not have significant optical absorption in the visible spectral region. Since 

thermal excitation of electrons across a band gap of this magnitude is very improbably, it 

is generally only upon optical excitation with photons of energy greater than the bandgap 

that electron-hole pairs are created. These pairs, once formed, can then either recombine 

through radiative or non-radiative decay or they can go on to form any of a wide variety 

of optical absorption centers. 

Many color centers involve the interaction of electrons and holes with various 

defect centers in crystalline materials. Anion and cation vacancies, for instance, 

represent localized charge centers within the material which can serve to trap electrons 

and holes respectively. An electron trapped by an anion vacancy is termed an F-center 

which is one of the most widely studied color centers of this type. Such a center can be 

compared to a hydrogenic system with a set of analogous electronic states. If a visible 

photon interacts with such a center to produce a transition from one state to another, an 

optical absorption results which lends a characteristic color to the material. 

Another process giving rise to color centers in inorganic materials is the trapping 

of electrons and holes through impurities. One example of this type of coloration is in 

the iron and molybdenum doped titania where hole trapping by Fe^^ sites and 

simultaneous electron trapping by Mo^"^ sites results in Fe**^ and Mo^^ color centers. 
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2.2.3.2 Metal dusters 

In essence, these photochromic materials utilize some of the same processes that 

occur in photographic films today. Like the photographic film, it is silver haiide clusters 

that are sensitive the incident radiation. Upon exposure to this radiation, the silver haiide 

in the photographic emulsion tends to dissociate, and the resultant haiide is lost to the 

atmosphere by diffusion through the emulsion. The end result is particles of silver which 

form the image, and this process is irreversible since the haiide is lost. In the 

photochromic glasses, the silver haiide particles are carefully precipitated from the 

silicate glass melt to form dispersed encapsulated crystals. Under these conditions, the 

haiide is not able to diffuse away from the metallic silver particle; and in the absence of 

the incident radiation, the process is reversed allowing the reformation of the silver 

haiide. 

These materials were first introduced to the literature in 1964[6] by Armistead 

and Stookey just before their patent was issued[7]. It represented a significant advance in 

photochromies as these materials were the first that showed significant, rapid color 

change on exposure to UV radiation with no fatigue even on extended cycling. Further, 

as a monolithic material composed primarily of silicate glass, this system exhibited the 

abrasion resistance and durability necessary to become a commercial success. 
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2.2.4 Commercially available systems 

The world of photochromies today is comprised primarily of two major systems. 

These are the Coming Photogray® and the PPG Transitions® formulations which are 

available for eyewear. Several major differences exist in these products which are 

evident to the producer and consumer. 

Consumer market Is highly motivated by prices, and the development costs for the 

mature Coming product have largely been recouped allowing a significant price savings 

over the PPG product which is still relatively new. For the eyewear market, another 

significant difference for the consumer is the weight of the article, and the glass 

Photogray® lenses are much heavier than the plastic Transitions® lenses. 

The manufacture of the eyewear is very different as well. For the silicate based 

compositions, the glass is made in batch reactors and sold as blanks which can be ground 

and polished just as traditional silicate lenses. This allows their use in the tried and true 

procedures of conventional glass lenses. 

Transitions® lenses are created through a much different process. In this process, 

the lenses are cast from a proprietary monomer by a manufacturing partner. The lenses 

are then sent to Transitions Optical where the photochromic dye is diffused into the outer 

surface layers of the plastic lens followed by a hard coating. The photochromic dyes 

from Transitions Optical are also available in powder form for incorporation into various 

monomers under the tradename Photosol®. These products have not, however, been 
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incorporated into commercial products with the kind of market share enjoyed by the 

Transitions® eyewear. 
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2.3 Liquid Crystal Technology 

2.3.1 History 

Since the introduction of small liquid crystal displays (LCD) in calculators and 

the beginnings of liquid crystal (LC) production in 1975[8], these displays have become 

increasingly prevalent in society today. Liquid crystal technology was initially seen in 

the consumer market as a replacement of the light emitting diode (LED) displays on 

watches and calculators which used relatively much more power. The complexity of the 

LCD increased, and the inevitable evolution pushed the LCD into the laptop computer 

industry where the tremendous growth of the industry began. Competing initially with 

monochrome cathode ray tubes (CRTs), the LC adopted a low resolution (approximately 

320x200 pixel) monochrome configuration. Despite their low contrast, small viewing 

angles, and slow switching speeds, their light weight and thin designs were ideal for 

laptop displays, but desktop CRT design advanced quickly. As the laptop began to be 

adopted as a replacement for desktop computers, displays became increasingly important, 

and better monochrome displays with higher resolutions and increasing contrast were 

quickly developed only to be soon replaced by the newer color displays. As demand for 

color and resolution appeared to be met, the insatiable appetite of the consumers 

demanded brighter and faster displays. 

All things must eventually come to an end, though, and the size of the LCD 

reached the limits of what could be installed in a conveniently sized laptop computer. As 
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the desktop CRT technology pushed onward, it inevitably led to larger and larger screens. 

Today, a standard CRT is about 17" on the diagonal, and 19" displays are beginning to 

displace the 17". While the larger display areas are appealing, the increased bulk of the 

displays is not. Largely cubic, the desktop CRT can take up vast amounts of real-estate 

in the ever-smaller cubicles of the office today. This makes the impressively thin and 

light LCD particularly attractive for replacing the bulky CRT, and several companies 

have risen to the challenge. Despite their lofty price tags, these displays are making their 

way onto the desktops and into systems transported often such as corporate displays at 

shows. 

2.3.2 Principles of Liquid Crystals and Liquid Crystal Displays 

While the size and complexity of the LCD has been rapidly advanced over the 

past 20 years, it has been geared almost entirely toward the high information content 

display application. While in principle, a display panel could be used in a large-area 

window situation, the tremendous dollar values acceptable for a 20" desktop computer 

display, $2,000 or more, becomes unreasonable for a kitchen or bathroom window of 

similar dimension. An evaluation of the technology for a large-area light-valve must then 

be explored in terms of any issues which might be inherent to the system. 

Recently, several excellent reviews on the topic of LC displays have been 

published covering both materials[9, 10] and displays[l 1]. 

Liquid crystal systems are, as their name suggests, solutions with both liquid and 

crystalline characteristics. Unlike the majority of pure materials, liquid crystal system do 
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not exhibit a sharp transition from a solid, rigid, ordered phase to the random, fluid, 

disordered liquid phase at the melting point. Instead, there is a partial disordering that 

occurs as the temperature is raised which leads to one or more distinct mesophases. In 

these phases, the solution flows like a liquid but tends to retain some long-range order, 

and the three known ordered arrangements are known as smectic, nematic, and 

cholesteric which are depicted in Figure 2.1 and described briefly here. 

(a) Smectic (b) Nematic (c) Cholesteric 

Figure 2.1: Three arrangements of liquid crystals. 

In the case of smectic liquid crystals, the molecules are arranged into layers one 

or two molecules thick. Within the layers, the molecules are not strictly ordered over 

long range but do exhibit some short range order much like a liquid. The layers are then 

free to slide over one another without disturbing the arrangement within the layers 

themselves. 

A nematic structure is a second possible arrangement of the molecules, and the 

order is lower than that of the smectic phase. No longer arranged into layers, the order 

consists of a common alignment of the long axis of the molecules even though the centers 
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of the molecules are arranged at random. A variation of this structure is the cholesteric 

phase in which the molecules attempt to align their axes as in the nematic phase. Here, 

however, the molecular shape forces the molecules into a helical arrangement. A distinct 

periodicity of the molecular structure thus exists along the helical axis in this 

arrangement giving order to the phase. 

It is through the particular arrangements of the molecules that the light transmitted 

through the material can be affected. This is possible due to the dichroic nature of the 

liquid crystal which allows it to coerce the polarization of light into the direction of the 

long axis, or director, of the molecule. The orientation of the molecules in a solution is 

thus imprinted on the light passing through it which can be used for display applications. 

For the majority of the technologically significant LC displays, it is the nematic 

phase that is used; although, it is the cholesteric phase that is used in LC thermography 

and some other aspects of LC displays. Various boundary conditions can be imposed on 

the nematic liquid crystals by placing them in contact with carefully prepared surfaces. 

For instance, by putting a thin polyimide layer rubbed in one direction in contact with the 

liquid crystals, the director, or long axis of the molecules, is oriented in the rubbing 

direction[l2]. When the liquid crystal is sandwiched between two such surfaces with the 

rubbing orientation in different directions, the molecular axis of the molecules exhibits a 

continuous twist between the two surfaces as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Rotation of the director for nematic a liquid crystal layer between alignment 
layers oriented 90° with respect to one another. 

The twisting of the nematic liquid crystals is the key to the operation of what is 

known as the twisted nematic liquid crystal display, and its operation is sketched in 

Figure 2.3. The incident light is polarized at the front surface of display in the orientation 

of the liquid crystal molecules on the front interfacial layer. The twist of the nematic 

liquid crystals thus reorients the polarization angle of the light by 90° as it passes through 

the molecules so that it is aligned with a polarizer on the rear face of the display and 

passes through. Application of a voltage to the conductive layers of the display causes a 

reorientation of the molecules so the long axis is perpendicular to the display surface. In 

this state, the light polanzation is not significantly affected as it passes through the 

medium and arrived at the rear display face polarized 90° with respect to the rear 

polarizer and is blocked. 
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2.3.3 Device Properties 

Simple in its conception, the twisted nematic light valve has been the founding 

element of today's LCD technology. While significant advancements have been made 

such as the new liquid crystal materials, supertwisted nematics, the dual supertwisted 

nematics, active driving circuits, and color filter enhancements, the principle of operation 

remains basically the same. This display element can thus be the basis for a discussion of 

the properties of these systems. 

Perhaps one of the most attractive features of the technology is the light weight. 

Thin glass windows coupled with liquid crystal layers less than 2|.im thick allows for 

perhaps the lightest weight of a sandwiched structure that is possible. Another significant 

feature is the low power consumption. Because the liquid crystal is essentially a 

dielectric material between the two transparent electrical conductors, the system behaves 

like a capacitor. The only current which flows is that required to charge the capacitor 

since the leakage in the devices is low. Together, the light weight and the low power 

consumption are ideal for watches and other portable devices that require internal power 

sources. 

The optical properties of the twisted nematic system represent some major 

challenges to window applications where transmission is important. The first issue in this 

respect is the use of polarizers. Since outdoor illumination is not polarized, the polarizer 

positioned between the incident illumination and the liquid crystal layer transmits only 

about 50% of the incident light. While there are some applications such as outdoor 
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eyewear in which this would be acceptable or even advantageous, it has serious 

implications for automotive windows where high transmission is mandated or even in 

large window facades for architectural applications where bright interiors are desired. 

Another particularly troublesome aspect of the LCD display is the specific 

viewing angle. In a laptop display unit for a single user, it does not tend to present much 

of a problem since the user is generally viewing the screen from directly in front, and it 

can be an element of privacy when using the display in public areas. It does become 

particularly troublesome when multiple people are viewing the display. If used in a 

window, however, the effective transparency of the window would vary dramatically as a 

function of the position of a viewer within a room. It could also pose problems by 

producing blind spots for an automobile driver with disastrous consequences. 

Temperature effects can also present challenges for the manufacture of LC 

displays for automotive or architectural applications. While most known liquid crystal 

phases exist between 0°C and I40°C, any one liquid crystal phase is often only stable 

over a relatively small region of approximately 20°C. While mixtures of LC materials 

can extend the temperature stability, this presents a problem for glazing that is exposed to 

environmental conditions often ranging from nearly -40°C to 50°C. Even if protected 

somewhat from the environment, it has been suggested that the unit should have an 

operating temperature range of 0°C to 70°C. 

One final concern to be addressed here is the difHculty in producing a large area 

LC light-valve with highly uniform liquid crystal layer thickness. As this layer is 
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generally only 0.5|im to just over l|ini and a nominal design specification requires a 

uniformity of ±0.05^im, it represents a tremendous challenge to achieve this over large 

areas. The liquid crystal layers are relatively fluid, and the hydrostatic pressure 

developed in between the glass layers would tend to bow the glass and produce a non

uniform thickness. While this is not an intrinsic difficulty with the technology, it does 

represent a significant design challenge. 

2.3.4 Dispersed Liquid Crystal and Suspended Particle Systems 

Polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) systems and suspended particle displays 

(SPD) are closely related in term of their mechanism of operation, and they are discussed 

here together under the general heading of liquid crystals for simplicity. A display 

system of this type is sketched in Figure 2.4. As the names suggest, the active 

participants in such a display element are dispersed droplets within a highly viscous 

matrix such as a polymer. In the absence of an applied field across the active layer, the 

molecules in the droplets generally show no preferred orientation (a). Upon application 

of an electric field, the mobile molecules in the droplets are aligned in the field (b) just as 

in the liquid crystal displays discussed previously. 
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Figure 2.4: Dispersed liquid crystal or suspended particle display. In the absence of an 
applied potential (a), the molecules within the dispersed droplets are randomly aligned 
resulting in a low transmittance state. Upon application of a potential (b), the particles 
align themselves with the impressed field to form the more transparent state. 

For the case of the polymer dispersed liquid crystals, it is the birefringence of the 

molecules that allows for the optical effect[13, 14]. When the molecules are randomly 

aligned, the droplets exhibit an effective refractive index which lies between no and ng. 

Under an applied voltage, the molecules are aligned such that the droplet has an effective 

refractive index no. By careful selection of materials such that the index of refraction of 

the polymer matrix and no are matched, the device is generally highly transmissive under 

the applied field. Removal of the applied field results in the random alignment of the LC 

molecules and a mismatch between the index of the droplet and the matrix giving rise to 
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scattering of the light passing through the film. Differences in refractive index between 

the droplets has also been shown to be a major factor in the light scattering abilities of the 

film[l5]. 

While the light scattering abilities of these panels are attractive from a glare or 

privacy standpoint, the potential benefits from the modulation of solar energy are quite 

small. This can be seen in Figure 2.5 where the intensity of light scattered from such a 

panel is plotted for the device with no applied field. In this case, the majority of the light 

is scattered through the panel while only a small portion is reflected. The change in 

transmitted intensity is small even though the panel changes from highly transparent to 

opaque. 
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Figure 2.5: Forward scattering and back scattering from a dispersed liquid crystal device 
with no applied field (a). Forward scattering from device with no field and under an 
applied field (b)[l6]. 

As with the twisted nematic displays, these PDLC systems also exhibit haze when 

viewed away from normal incidence. When viewed from off-angle, the index of the 

polymer and droplet are no longer matched resulting in scattering which increases as the 
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viewing angle increases away from normal. While methods have been proposed to 

minimize this effect[l7], it cannot be eliminated; and the minimization requires a 

reduction in the panel's scattering power. 

Suspended particle displays operate in a manner very similar to that of the PDLC 

systems. In this case, however, the liquid droplets contain dielectric dye molecules with 

absorption characteristics dependent on their orientation. In the absence of a field applied 

across the film, the dye molecules are randomly oriented to produce droplets with strong 

absorption and yield a low transmittance state for the panel. Application of a field 

produces an orientation of the dye molecules with a resultant decrease in the light 

absorption by the droplet and a state with higher optical transmittance[18]. 

As with the PDLC panels, the SPD systems also exhibit haze when viewed from 

an angle, and tailoring the refractive index of the materials can be important for large 

areas or high angle viewing[l9]. However, since the suspended particles have a lower 

index of refraction than their LC counterparts, scattering is not as apparent. Analogous to 

the haze in the PDLC, the absorption of the dye molecules is increased when viewed 

from an angle when the molecules are aligned with the applied electric field. Thus, when 

viewed from an angle, the absorption in the film increases producing an effect which is 

highly undesirable but may perhaps be less troublesome to a viewer when compared to 

the PDLC. 

The ability to modulate the incident radiation is a critical advantage of the SPD 

over the PDLC systems. Research Frontiers has led the commercial endeavor for the 
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production of SPD panels and emulsions, and while it is not yet commercially available, 

some data has been presented for prototype panels[18, 20]. As shown in Figure 2.6, there 

is a respectable transmittance change in the visible spectrum; however, the data does not 

extend into the near-ER where modulation is necessary to regulate heat gain. It can be 

speculated that because the modulation is due to dye molecules with peak absorption 

centered in the visible, there is probably little regulation of the IR transmittance or heat 

gain through the panel. 
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Figure 2.6: Transmittance of SPD device produced by Hankuk Glass Industries 
Incorporated 

Switching times of less than I second, power consumption below 5 W/m", and 

respectable changes in the visible transmittance may make such panels desirable for 

privacy and visible light modulation even if the heat regulation is insignificant. The 

company is, however, still evaluating the thermal and UV stability which will be critical 

for market acceptance[21]. 
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2.4 Thertnochromics 

2.4.1 Introduction 

Thermochromism, as the term suggests, is the reversible or irreversible change in 

the optical properties of a material occurring due to a temperature change. Generally, 

though, it is confined to those materials which exhibit dramatic changes in color over 

well-defined temperature regions; and examples of such materials abound in the solid, 

liquid, and gas phases. Along with the variety of materials which exhibit 

thermochromism, there are a similar variety of mechanisms responsible for the effect, and 

several good reviews on the topic have been published[22-24]. 

While there are many organic and inorganic thermochromic materials, the 

primary technological interest for large-area window applications lies with the solid 

inorganics. In particular, it is the presence of an abrupt insulator- or semiconductor- to 

metal transition that is responsible for the attractive properties. Below the transition 

temperature, T,, the absence of electronic excitation across the band gap of the insulator 

leads to the transparent nature of the material. Above the transition temperature, the 

material becomes metallic in nature with a plasma frequency in the near IR and a 

resultant reflection of IR radiation. Since the modulation of IR reflectivity is an essential 

element of a window unit designed for active use of radiative energy for thermal 

regulation, these materials represent attractive candidates. 
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It is common to identify and measure the transitions in materials of this nature by 

plotting the resistivity as a function of temperature. As the temperature is raised, there is 

a dramatic decrease in the resistivity upon transition from the insulating or 

semiconducting state to the conductive, metallic state. Surveys of the literature reveal a 

small set of stoichiometric compounds that exhibit the phenomenon. Many were 

compiled and plotted as shown in Figure 2.7[24]. Transition temperatures range from 

about -200°C to 800°C, and the conductivity at the transition temperature varies from I to 

8 orders of magnitude. 
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Figure 2.7: Plots of conductivity versus reciprocal temperature for several known 
thermochromic materials[24]. 
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For window applications, it is the modulation of IR radiation that is of particular 

interest as it could be used as an automatic regulation system. In a cold environment, the 

cool window assembly would pass IR radiation and help to warm the room. As the 

outside temperature rises, the window would pass through the transition temperature 

region resulting in decreased IR transmission and less heating of the room due to solar 

IR radiation. It would thus be desirable to identify a material with a transition 

temperature of about 10°C to 15°C to obtain the optimum benefit. 

Unfortunately, examination of Figure 2.7 and other tables in the literature reveals 

no stoichiometric material with a transition in this optimal region. The two materials 

with transitions closest to this region are NiS and VOi with transitions at -13°C and 68°C 

respectively. The transition is, however, quite small in the case of NiS, a ratio of about 

10 in conductivity; and the semi-conducting nature below the transition temperature leads 

to a black, non-transparent character. While the transition temperature of VOi is farther 

removed from the desired 10°C to I5°C than NiS, the change in conductivity on going 

through the transition is much greater, a ratio in conductivity of up to 5 orders of 

magnitude at Tc, and the transition is from an insulator with much greater transparency in 

the visible region. Research in this area has, therefore, primarily focused on VO2. 

2.4.2 Pure VOi Films 

Pure bulk, crystalline VO2 undergoes a first-order phase transformation from 

monoclinic to tetragonal at 68°C which is responsible for the insulator to metal transition. 

Associated with the transition is a dramatic change in the transmission and reflection 
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spectra as shown in Figure 2.8 for a 60nm thick film of VOi sputter deposited on 

glass[25]. While there are some changes in the visible spectrum, the major effect is the 

modulation of IR radiation which increases with increasing wavelength. 
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Figure 2.8: Transmittance and reflectance spectra for a 60nm film of VO2 sputter 
deposited on glass[25]. Spectra on left were obtained at 25°C while those on right were 
obtained at 80°C. 

While a significant portion of the IR modulation is due to increased reflection at 

higher temperatures, especially at longer wavelengths, an even greater contribution to the 

modulation comes from absorption. Table 2.1 shows values for luminous and 

solar(AM2) absorbance calculated from the transmittance and reflectance for a 75nm 

sputter-coated film of V02[26]. These calculations show that nearly one half of the solar 

or luminous radiation is absorbed within the films themselves even below the transition 

temperature. 
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Table 2.1: Luminous and solar absorbance, transmittance, and reflectance for a 75nm 
sputter-coated film of VOi. Absorbance values calculated from reported values of 
transmittance and reflectance as A = 1 - (T + R)[26]. 

T Tium Tsol R|um Rsol Alum Asol 

25 .267 .310 .176 .215 .557 .475 

80 .237 .192 .125 .179 .638 .629 

Change -.030 -.118 -.051 -.036 .081 .154 

Another intrinsic property of pure VOi films, as shown by the values in Table 2.1, 

is their characteristic absorption in the visible region of the spectrum, with the resultant 

low values of luminous transmittance. Figure 2.9 shows the visible transmittance of a 

sample of VOi illustrating the essential blockage of blue light and the low transmittance 

through the remaining visible spectrum. This leads to a yellow-green appearance of the 

film which becomes somewhat darker above the transition temperature. Since the 

modulation of the film in the IR increases and the transmission in the visible decreases 

with film thickness, there is a compromise which must be reached for each specific 

application. 
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Figure 2.9: Spectral transmittance of a I50nm film of VOt before and after 
switching[24]. 

2.4.3 Doped Films 

While pure, stoichiometric VO2 films exhibit properties most closely matching 

those required for window applications, the transition temperature and luminous 

transmittance are signiHcant hurdles to their use. Studies on binary oxides and doped 

oxide materials indicated that the transition temperature could be shifted by selective 

addition of dopants. In particular, it was found that Mo, W, and Nb were some of the 

best candidates for doping of VOi films. The effect of these dopants on the transition 

temperature of VO2 are shown in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: Effect of dopant concentration and type on the transition temperature and 
conductivity of VO2 films[24]. 

Dopant dTt/dx (°C/at%) Conductivity Ratio 
atTt=l2°C 

Mo -12 >100 

W -25 100 

Nb -8 <10 

One unfortunate consequence of doping thermochromic VO2 films is the resultant 

decrease in the magnitude of switching response. This can be substantial as shown in 

Figure 2.10 for the cases of tungsten and molybdenum doping of sol-gel Vi.xMxOi films 

(where M represents the dopant)[27]. Additions of 1.5 at% W or 3.3 at% Mo lowered the 

transition temperature of the pure VO2 films to approximately 40°C, consistent with the 

values reported in Table 2.2. However, this addition lowered the conductivity ratio at the 

transition temperature from over 3 to just over 1.5 orders of magnitude for this modest 

shift in Tt. 
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Figure 2.10: Resistivity transition for sol-gel VO2 films. Pure VO2 film (a) exhibits a 3 
order of magnitude transition at approximately 68°C. VO2 film with 1.5 at% tungsten (b) 
or 3.3 at% molybdenum (c) have lower transition temperatures and much reduced 
resistivity changes[27]. 

Another dopant identified in the literature as potentially useful for VO2 

thermochromic films is fluorine. In addition to a modest shift in the transition 

temperature, fiuorination has been reported to increase the luminous transmittance for the 

V02-.xFx films. Table 2.3 contains data for a fluorinated vanadia film prepared by sputter 

coating[26]. Although the fluorine content of the film was not measured in this case, the 
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luminous transmittance was greatly impacted, increasing by over 30% for a film of 

similar thickness, and was stated to decrease the transition temperature by approximately 

15°C, although this was not obvious from the figures presented. 

Table 2.3: Luminous and solar transmittance, reflectance, and absorbance for an 80nm 
fluorinated vanadia film[26]. 

T Tium Tsol Rlum Rsol Alum Asol 

25 .348 .442 .283 .219 .369 .339 

80 .386 .398 .209 .171 .405 .431 

Change .038 -.044 -.074 -.048 .036 .092 

Comparing the fluorinated film in Table 2.3 to the pure film in Table 2.1, the 

utility of fluorine doping is questionable. While the luminous transmittance was 

increased by 30% for a film of similar thickness, the solar transmittance modulation was 

decreased by 63%. A similar effect could be achieved by decreasing the thickness of a 

pure VOi sample without the added complication and expense of doping with fluorine. 
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2.5 Electrochromics 

2.5.1 Historical Overview 

The term electrochromism was first introduced in 1961 by Piatt to describe color 

changes in solutions due to the electrochemical reduction and oxidation of dissolved 

organic dye molecules[28]. Since then, the scope of the term has been expanded 

dramatically to include any system which undergoes a reversible color change on 

application of applied potentials. There is, however, an implied stipulation that such 

color change is due to reduction / oxidation (redox ) reactions. Thus, systems such as the 

dispersed particle devices and traditional liquid crystal systems described previously are 

excluded from this field despite their phenomenological similarity of color change upon 

application of applied potentials. 

While the phenomenon of electrochromism has been known since the latter 

1800's[29], it was the publication of a paper by Deb in 1969[30] that marked the 

beginning of an era of intensive study on electrochromism. During this period, there 

have been a tremendous number of patents filed on electrochromic (EC) devices or parts 

of electrochromic systems. Figure 2.11 show the number of US, European, Japanese, and 

world patents filed per year since 1978^. Although there was a surge in patents during 

the early 1980's, research in the Held has continued at a brisk pace; and the rate has 

^ Number of patents per year as determined by MicrcPatent search of United States, 
Europe, rcT(WIPO), and Japanese patent database 
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largely stabilized. Despite this large number of patents, however, the automotive 

rearview mirror has been perhaps the only commercially successful implementation of 

the technology In the commercial market. While the commercial success of the mirror 

was a tremendous boost and marked the viability of the technology for other markets, 

there has been a lapse in the Introduction of new products as companies attack the 

challenges required for the introduction of large-area environmentally stable devices. 

250 -

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Year 

Figure 2. II: Number of electrochromic patents filed per year since 1978 (US, European, 
Japanese, and World) 

2.5.2 Phenomenon 

As mentioned previously, the phenomenon termed electrochromism has been 

applied haphazardly in the literature to refer to any device or system which changes 
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transmission properties upon application of an external potential. Within the field, 

however, the term has been more carefully defined to include such devices reversibly 

coloring due to redox reactions of incorporated species. The field is still quite broad; 

however, since the species involved include a wide variety of electrochemically active 

substances ranging from electroactive dyes to organic electroactive conducting polymers 

to inorganic films. 

This wide variety of materials has been classified into two major categories - the 

solution phase electrochromics or electrochemichromics and the solid phase 

electrochromics. Within both of these broad categories, the materials are funher 

categorized based on the electrochemical process producing coloration. When the 

material is colored in the reduced state, it is termed cathodic electrochromism; whereas, a 

material colored through a transition from a reduced to an oxidized state is termed an 

anodic electrochromic species. While many of these materials exhibit at least partial 

coloration in the "bleached" or "uncolored" state, it is generally the electrochemical 

reaction leading from the state with lesser coloration to the state with greater coloration 

that is used to characterize the material as either anodic or cathodic. 

Considering the spectrum of materials available, there is a subset that has been 

chosen for use in commercial applications as evidenced particularly from the patent 

literature. While many journal papers continue to explore new substances and new 

processing techniques, these tend to only demonstrate the presence of electrochromism. 

There are comparatively very few papers which deal with the issues of durability to 
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cycling and external factors such as UV radiation and moisture that are necessary for the 

commercial development of devices. Some of the most prevalent materials in 

development or under study are shown in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5. 

Table 2.4 is restricted to solution phase electrochemichromic materials and 

includes only the most preferred species mentioned in patents for commercial devices. 

Table 2.5 contains a listing of some popular solid EC materials along with their 

classifications. It should be noted that only the single-component oxides are listed here 

whereas the literature is replete with examples of multi-component oxides. As a general 

rule, materials with similar chromism (anodic, cathodic, strong, weak) are usually mixed 

to yield properties often between that of the mixed single-component materials. 

Table 2.4: Some Common Electrochemichromic Materials and Properties 

Family Example Chromism Molecular Structure Ref. 

Viologens, 
Paraquats, and 
bipyridiniums 

Ethylviologen Cathodic C H 3 — ^ ^  C H 3  - t - [31] Viologens, 
Paraquats, and 
bipyridiniums l,r-dibenzyI-2,2'-

dimethyl-4,4'-
bipyridinium 

Cathodic [32] 

Phenazines 5,i0-dihydro-5,10-
dimethylpenazine 

Anodic 

coo 
1 

[31],[32] 

Phenylene 
diamines 

N,N,N',N'-
tetramethyl-p-
phenylenedi amine 

Anodic > ô̂ < [33] 
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Table 2.5: Typical Solid Electrochromic Materials and Properties 

Compound Efficiency Chromism Reference 

WO3 strong cathodic; clear —> blue [34] 

M0O3 strong cathodic; clear -» blue [35] 

TiO. weak cathodic; clear -> gray [36] 

Ni(0H)2 strong anodic; clear -> dark brown [37] 

Ir(0H)3 weak anodic; clear -> blue-gray [38] 

V2O5 weak anodic; yellow —> green —> blue [39] 

NbaOs weak anodic; clear -> gray-brown [40] 

Polyaniline strong anodic; yellow —> green —> blue [41] 

In general, it has been the inorganics which have received the most attention to 

their EC properties both in terms of scientific investigation and product development. 

Their potential inherent stability with respect to heat and UV has made them more 

attractive than the organic solids and the solution phase organic dyes. This stability issue 

has not allowed the inorganic materials to eclipse the field, however. This can be seen in 

GENTEX corporation's commercially successful electrochromic rearview mirror which is 

a solution based system that incorporates organic EC dyes[33,42]. However, most other 

systems described in the recent patent literature appear to rely on inorganic solid EC 

materials as the primary source of coloration. 

There have been several good reviews of electrochromic materials which have 

appeared in recent years. In particular, a concise introduction to electrochromic materials 
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and devices appeared in 1995[43] along with a fairly comprehensive review of inorganic 

electrochromic materials[29]. 

2.5.3 Mechanisms 

In the case of a solution phase electroactive dye, the oxidation or reduction of a 

species can be effected at the surface of an electrical conductor held in the solution at an 

appropriate potential. The species thus formed is then solvated and held in solution until 

it is later reduced back to the neutral form. The electrons participating in the 

electrochemical reaction can be effectively transferred to or from the reaction site through 

the electrical conductor, but those electrons must either be inserted back into the system 

or come from the system to maintain charge neutrality. Thus some component in the 

system must undergo a complementary reversible redox reaction to form the other half of 

the electrochemical cell. 

The first model for the coloration of EC solids was put forth in 1975 by Crandall 

and Faughnan[44]. This model became known as the double-insertion model since it 

described the insertion of electrons to form color centers along with cations to maintain 

charge neutrality. Such a process is inherently complicated by transport issues as can be 

seen schematically in Figure 2.12. In order to reduce a portion of the material at the 

electrolyte / solid interface, the electron removed from this region must be transported 

from the electrical conductor through the EC material to be utilized in the reduction 

process. To reduce a portion of the material at the electrical conductor / EC material 

interface, the electron is provided readily through the electrical conductor. However, 



compensation for the negative charge of the reduced material must be provided by the 

injection of a cation from the electrolyte through the EC material. 

e 

e 

e 

.--------i 1------~) To other half of 
electrochemical cell 

e 

-+--------+---------+ Electronic Conductor 

--+---------+- Electrochromic Film 

-----+- Ionic Conductor 

Reduction site near the 
solid/electrolyte interface 

Reduction site near the electronic 
conductor/EC solid interface 

Figure 2.12: Schematic representation of the electrochemical reduction of an 
electrochromic electrode 
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It is the job of the device incorporating the EC materials to provide for the charge 

compensating ions and reactions necessary for the operation of the EC material. The 

methods commonly used in devices for compensating the redox reactions in the EC 

material will, however, be left to a later discussion on device design in section 2.5.4. 

While the double-injection of cations and electrons is largely accepted today, 

debate continues over the exact mechanism of coloration even in tungsten oxide films, 

the most studied of the inorganic electrochromic oxides[29]. Initially, coloration was 
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proposed to originate from F-centers, electrons trapped in positive defects within the 

material. This proposal lead naturally from the solarization process mentioned 

previously. Eventually, several theories were presented and debated. For amorphous 

materials with largely localized electrons, the color centers are generally ascribed to 

either an intervalence charge transfer model[44] or a small polaron model[45,46], For 

more crystalline materials, which tend to have a more extended localization or 

delocalization of electrons, the optical properties are generally ascribed to Drude-like 

behavior. It is this behavior which gives rise to the much-desired infrared reflection 

modulation seen in many crystalline EC materials. 

Recently, a new theory was proposed for the coloration in amorphous tungsten 

oxide which attempts to account for several discrepancies in earlier models especially 

with respect to the enhanced coloration efficiency observed in oxygen deficient 

films[47,48]. In this model, the insertion of electrons and charge compensating cations 

leads to a distribution of oxidation states for the tungsten ions as shown in Eq. 2.5.1 

below. It is then a small polaron transition between the state and the state upon 

optical excitation which leads to the absorption bands observed in these films (Eq. 2.5.2). 

xM^ + xe" + W03-y -»MxEW'^^i.y Os-y] Eq. 2.5.1 

hv + + Wb"^ Wa"** + Wb^"- Eq. 2.5.2 
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2.5.4 Device Technologies 

An EC film or species contained in a device constitutes only one half of an 

electrochemical cell. There must, therefore, exist a complementary electrochemical half-

cell within the device to allow the reduction and oxidation of the EC element. 

Additionally, if the active member is a solid film, the device must also provide a source 

of cations for temporary incorporation in the solid during film reduction. 

Considering the many elements which must be combined and function together; it 

is, perhaps, surprising that there have been several configurations which have yielded the 

stable reversible devices required for commercial success. It is the patent literature which 

contains the greatest wealth of details on these devices, and this was recently reviewed by 

the present author in a recent publication[49]. Some of the salient features of device 

design that will be useful in later discussions are included here. 

Current electrochromic devices consist of a sandwich structure with the outer 

layers being supporting structures often made of glass, and on the interior surface of these 

supporting members are electronic conductors. Such structures are shown schematically 

in Figure 2.13. When the device is to be transmissive in nature, both conductors are 

necessarily transparent. Since few highly transparent conductors exist, the field is 

generally narrowed to tin doped indium oxide (TTO) or doped tin oxide. If the device is 

reflective in nature, a reflective layer is either applied to one of the exterior surfaces or 

one of the transparent conductors is replaced with a reflective electronic conductor. 
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Transmissive Device Reflective Device 

Figure 2.13: Framework for an electrochromic device with glass structural members and 
electronic conductors on interior faces 

For solution phase electrochromics, the gap between the conductors is tilled with 

an electrolyte that contains at least two EC redox dyes which are generally colorless in 

solution in the absence of electrical perturbation. Under the application of a potential 

between the conductors, one component of the electrolyte is reduced on the cathode while 

another component is oxidized at the anode. Using subscripts to refer to the redox 

species in the electrolyte, the pertinent chemical reactions occurring on the transparent 

electrodes under application of an applied DC potential are as follows: 

Oxi (colorless) + n e" «=» Redi(colored) Cathode 

Red2(colorless) 5=» Ox2(colored) + n e Anode 



The species are chosen such that the equilibrium in the absence of an applied 

potential lies completely to the left in the above reactions. Thus, the species Redi and 

0x2 can react in the solution to reform their lower energy, colorless forms Oxi and Redi. 

In the absence of an applied potential, this recombination of the colored species to form 

the colorless species results in a spontaneous bleaching of the device. 

For a device which contains a solid EC film, it is common to make a symmetric 

device with a second EC layer positioned on the opposing electronic conductor as shown 

in Figure 2.14. Application of a potential to the device oxidizes one EC layer while the 

other is reduced. Choice of the opposing EC layers is of obvious importance. If both EC 

layers are cathodic, for instance, one face is always colored while the other is bleached or 

transparent. This is counter productive since the device maintains a relatively low state 

of transparency or reflectivity. One must, therefore, chose one anodic and one cathodic 

electrode or one electrode with strong electrochromism and one with weak 

electrochromism. In this situation, the opposing film can be used to enhance the overall 

modulation performance of the system. 
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Figure 2.14: Electrochromic device witii two solid EC layers 

A third device type incorporates a solid EC film into a device by coupling it 

electrochemically with a solution phase EC redox compound as the other half of the 

electrochemical cell. This is shown schematically in Figure 2.15. In this case, the redox 

compound is commonly either weakly coloring or possessing coloration opposite that of 

the EC film. It is thus a hybrid of the solid film device and the solution phase device. 
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Figure 2.15: Hybrid electrochromic device with one EC layer and a redox species 

The advantages and disadvantages of these device structures are numerous, and it 

is beyond the scope of this discussion to detail them all. It is, however, relevant to this 

discourse to mention a few differences that are particularly advantageous in some 

situations. Two of the differences can be found in the power consumption and the 

complexity of the device fabrication. 

When low power consumption is a priority, devices with all solid EC films are 

generally preferred. Since solution phase redox species are free to diffuse between the 

anode and cathode, their presence constitutes a weak short; and this energy is not 

productive. The reasons for pursuing these devices may not seem obvious at first, but 

one significant feature of hybrid or solution phase systems is the ability to return to a 

state of high transparency in the absence of an external potential. In the case of an 

automotive rear-view mirror or automotive window, this constitutes a safety feature, and 

it has been a compelling reason for pursuing systems of this type. 
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Another significant driving force for the pursuit of one device type over another is 

complexity of fabrication. Solution phase electrochromic devices are assembled by 

sandwiching the two conductive substrates together with spacer beads and adhesive and 

injecting the electrochromic solution into the cavity. This is a very simple device to 

construct. As solid films are introduced into the system, the fabrication costs begin to 

rise. Whether the films are deposited by sputtering, CVD, sol-gel, or the like; the costs of 

materials, time, labor, equipment, and electricity begin to factor into the overall cost. 

Introduction of solid electrolytes additionally adds to the cost as they must be injected at 

elevated temperatures, laminated, polymerized in-situ, or the like. In addition, the added 

complexity begins to adversely affect the yield which again increases the production 

costs. It is not surprising when considering these factors that systems with liquid or semi

solid electrolytes and few, if any, solid films have yielded the growing number of 

commercially successful products. 
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2.6 Comparison of Chromogenic Technologies 

Because the technologies in this chapter were discussed independently from one 

another, it is useful to conclude this chapter by summarizing the technologies in terms of 

a common set of attributes as shown in Table 2.6. By choosing these attributes to 

encompass some of the general properties of the materials and devices, they provide a 

convenient platform for later discussion. However, because it is not generally possible to 

describe accurately the properties of an entire class of devices by a single descriptor, 

some clarification is included here. 

The ability to modulate radiant energy has been broken down into the primary 

active spectral regions and the rate of modulation characteristic of some representative 

devices in the category. As discussed in further detail in Appendix A, the ability to 

modulate both the visible and infrared regions of the spectrum can have a significant 

impact on the transfer of radiant energy through a glazing system, and the degree of 

modulation is indicated in Table 2.6 for each system. In addition to the degree of 

modulation, the mechanism of modulation, absorptive or reflective, can also impact the 

performance of the system. In particular, a reflective component can be beneficial for 

thermal regulation, and systems displaying a significant modulation due to a reflective 

component are indicated. 

For those technologies currently used in displays, visible light modulation is 

inherent to the devices; and this includes the twisted nematic liquid crystal, suspended 

particle, and electrochromic technologies. While not generally used in display 
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applications, photochromies are also effective for visible light modulation. PDLC and 

thermochromics are exceptions in that they do no effectively modulate visible light. 

While PDLC is used in visible light applications, the modulation is in opacity rather than 

transmission which only provides an element of privacy; and it is not sufficient to meet 

the criterion of visible modulation. 

While modulation in the visible spectrum is relatively common for the 

technologies discussed in this chapter, modulation in the infrared spectrum is a more 

restrictive criterion. The systems which exhibit significant IR modulation are the 

thermochromic and electrochromic materials. A significant contribution to the 

modulation in the thermochromics is often through a reflective component due to the 

development of a metallic character above the transition temperature. For amorphous 

electrochromics, modulation of IR radiation is primarily through absorption; while there 

is a significant reflection component for many crystalline electrochromics, as discussed 

briefly in Section 2.5. 

The kinetics of coloration and bleaching for the chromogenic systems span a wide 

range. The arrangement of dipoles in a liquid crystal system requires only a field-

induced molecular rearrangement, and the switching times are generally in the 

millisecond range for all associated display technologies. As mentioned previously, 

however, the photochromic materials have characteristically slow transitions especially 

on bleaching. For solar radiation, coloration times on the order of a minute and full 

bleach times on the order of an hour are typical for photochromic systems that exhibit 
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high visible modulation. Bleach times can be decreased, but this is generally at the 

expense of the depth of modulation. Finally, the response time of electrochromic systems 

is generally quite rapid, with typical coloration and bleach times of 30 seconds or less. 

The stability of the systems under consideration is a difficult issue to address 

since manufacturers are hesitant to discuss a less-than-exemplary technology. Stability is 

also relative to the conditions imposed and includes factors such as thermal, UV, and 

cycling. While all of these technologies exhibit high stability with respect to cycling for 

the configurations being pursued commercially, the UV and thermal stability is 

dependent on the technology and system. 

The thermal stability is difficult to quantify, but the range of usage temperature 

seen by devices from each category can be used as an indicator. If considered in this 

light, electrochromic, liquid crystal, SPD, and PDLC have all been demonstrated for 

automotive applications and the associated temperatures. Of these, the twisted nematic 

LCD is perhaps the least temperature stable because of the limited temperature range in 

which the LC phase exists. Both thermochromics and inorganic photochromies are oxide 

materials which are thermally stable well beyond the operating temperatures suggested 

for automotive and architectural applications. While the temperature can dramatically 

change the response times for devices such as photochromies, this issue is not factored 

into the stability as listed in Table 2.6 because it is the performance and not stability that 

is a function of temperature. 
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The UV stability of devices is another difficult aspect to quantify. For purposes 

of this discussion, it is considered to be the stability of the materials involved. Thus, 

organic materials can be generally considered to have lower stability than inorganic 

materials. This generalization holds within the technology classes as well as between 

them. For instance, the inorganic photochromies are significantly more stable under UV 

than the organics. To some extent, the effects of UV can be mitigated through the use of 

stable UV filters, but this is not considered to be an inherent part of the device and is not 

factored into UV stability designation in Table 2.6. 

While some of the devices under consideration require no electrical power, such 

as the thermochromics and photochromies, others can require substantial quantities. For 

liquid crystal technologies, in which the system behaves substantially like a capacitor, the 

power required for operation is quite low. One commercial PDLC, 3M's privacy film, is 

specified at continuous power use of less than I W/ft" at 120VAC. Electrochromic 

devices, as described in Section 2.5.4, have a varied set of electrical requirements. For all 

electrochromic devices, there is a charge transfer through the device required for 

electrochemical intercalation into the film. For a typical WO3 electrochromic film with 

an optical efficiency of 25cmVC, a charge of 400C/m' must be passed to produce a 

change in optical density of 1. Beyond the initial charge necessary for coloration, there is 

a sustaining current which is highly dependent on the architecture of the device but is 

generally higher than that required for transmission maintenance in the other devices 

under consideration. 
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Along with the requirement for external power comes a measure of control. 

Control over transmission is relatively difficult for the liquid crystal technologies. Their 

characteristic on/off states are not particularly suitable for continuous modulation of 

light; although, their rapid switching has allowed the production of gray scales in twisted 

nematic LC computer displays. Of the systems under consideration, it is only the 

electrochromic systems which allow for a continuous, controllable change in 

transmission. 

The final aspect of the technologies addressed is the state of development. For 

most of these systems, there is a successful commercial device based on the technology. 

For photochromies, there is eyewear; for LCD, there are a wide variety of computer 

displays; forPDLC, there are privacy films; for electrochromics, there are anti-glare 

mirrors. The commercial success is a testament to their technological development. 

Efforts have also been directed toward the commercialization of SPD devices for large-

area application, but the commercial realization has yet to be seen. Thermochromics 

have also received a great deal of attention in the literature without a commercial success 

for large-area applications. 



Photochromic Liquid Crystal Suspended Particle 
(SPD) 

PDLC Thermochiomic Electrochromic 

Visible 
Modulation 

Moderate High Moderate Low Low High 

IK Modulaiion Low Low Low Low Moderate: Kefleclive 
High 
Amorphous: absorptive 
Crystalline: reflcclivc 

Kinetics Moderate color 
Slow bleach 

Very Fast Very Fast Very Fast Very Fast Moderate 

Cycling Stability Inorganic - High 
Organic • Moderate 

Good Good Good Good Go(k1 

Theimal Stability Inorganic - ExccUciK 
Organic - Moderate 

Moderate Moderate Moderate Excellent Moderate 

Solar Stability Inorganic - High 
Organic - Moderate 

Moderate Moderate Moderate High Moderate 

Power Required None - UV Low Low Low None - thermal McxJeralc- for current 
commercial devices 

User Control None Low Low On / Off None Continuous 

State of 
Technology 

Highly developed Highly 
developed 

Gaining commercial 
attention 

Some Commercial 
.Systems 

Scienlilically 
developed without 
commercial success 

Moderately developed 
with some commercial 
systems 

Table 2.6: Comparison of controllable transmission technologies with respect to spectral modulation, stability, 
power consumption, and level of technological development. 
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3. FOUNDATION OF CONTROLLABLE PHOTOCHROMIC DEVICES 

3.1 Introduction 

The foundation for the present work on controllable photochromic devices stems 

originally from a prototype developed at Donnelly Corporation. This novel device has 

the desirable attributes of photochromic systems along with the availability of electronic 

control over the photochromic response. However, development of this device was slow 

due to a lack of understanding of the mechanistic details of its operation and insufficient 

reproducibility for study. 

This project was undertaken in order to develop a better understanding of the 

mechanisms of the device operation which could be used to develop the technology 

further. Through investigation of the original system and the insight gained from that 

work, it is possible to rationalize a general framework for such devices. The first section 

of this chapter presents a rationalization of the selection of components, their perceived 

role in device operation, and the overall construction of a device which exhibits the 

attributes of controllable photochromism. Following the development of the system 

framework, the construction and components of the Donnelly controllable photochromic 

system will be presented with respect to the developed framework. 

3.2 Theoretical Development of Controllable Photochromies 

Considering the number of controllable transmission systems available, as 

outlined in Chapter 2, there is a broad base of technology which can be used as a 
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foundation for the development of user-controlled photochromic devices. The successful 

development requires a clear understanding of the goals for the end-product as well as the 

capabilities and limitations of the related technologies. This section will discuss these 

goals with respect to available technologies to provide a basis for the discussion of 

controllable photochromic technologies. 

The desired properties of the controllable photochromic device are manifold and 

exist to satisfy a diverse set of expectations. The ideal technology can be envisioned 

based on a consideration of environmental concerns such as energy conservation, the 

desires of designers for aesthetic appeal, convenience for the builder, and the satisfaction 

of the user. Ultimately, however, the ideality of the vision and the reality of the 

technology base must be considered together to construct the technology desired. 

For the user-controlled photochromic technology, the set of ideal attributes as 

seen by the author are as follows: 

1) The system should regulate, in a controlled manner, the transfer of thermal 
energy through a window element. 

2) Solar energy should be harnessed to power the device in order to reduce 
reliance on conventional energy sources. 

3) The resulting unit should be monolithic to make installation and incorporation 
into existing architectural plans as simple as possible. 

4) The technology should be scalable allowing its use in present architectural 
glazing applications where thermal regulation is desired. 

5) There should be available a rapid visible light modulation for the convenience 
of the user for privacy and reduction of glare. 
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6) For a system with a visible optical modulation, the resultant color should be 
relatively neutral such that it will be aesthetically pleasing in current 
architectural applications. 

7) The system should be stable and durable when exposed to solar illumination 
and thermal conditions typical of exterior glazing applications. 

Throughout the remained of the chapter, this list will serve as a guideline for the selection 

of the technologies to be incorporated in the controllable photochromic system. 

3.3 Selection of Chromogenic Technology 

The ideal attributes for the system under development revolve principally around 

the conservation of energy; and this energy includes, but is not limited to, heating and 

cooling, indoor lighting, and that necessary to operate the device itself, if required. 

Ultimately, one would like to minimize all of these factors through the use of a single 

glazing system, but there is typically a trade-off made between the various energy 

expenditures. 

Several conventional and non-traditional glazing systems were theoretically 

compared by Selkowitz and Lampert[50], and the cooling energy and electric lighting 

energy were compiled and plotted as shown in Figure 3.1. This graph illustrates the 

compromise made between electric lighting energy and cooling energy for several typical 

glazing systems as exemplified by the "clear," "tinted," and "reflective" categories 

common in building construction today. The energy requirements were calculated for 

cooling and lighting based on a situation where the light levels and temperature in a room 

were maintained at a comfortable working level throughout the day. 
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Generally, there is a trade-off seen between the transfer of thermal energy through 

the window and the transfer of visible energy for conventional glazings. Thus, glazings 

with a high visible transmission are also highly transmissive to thermal energy. In this 

situation, the lighting energy for a building is relatively low, but there is a large thermal 

transfer which occurs simultaneously requiring a large amount of cooling energy to 

remove. Highly tinted/reflecting glazings help limit the large thermal transfer and the 

resulting high cooling costs, but there is less ambient light admitted which leads to 

greater lighting requirements. 

The energy requirements for three non-conventional glazings, photochromic, 

electrochromic, and thermochromic, are also included in Figure 3.1. Photochromic 

materials tend to modulate primarily in the visible spectrum which leads to low lighting 

energy requirements, but they do little to regulate the thermal transfer. In contrast, 

thermochromic materials tend to modulate in the infrared spectrum and regulate the 

thermal energy transfer which results in savings in cooling energy, but they require 

relatively high lighting energy due to their relatively low visible transmission. The 

greatest energy savings are realized with a controllable technology such as 

electrochromics where both the visible and IR transmittance can be actively controlled. 
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Figure 3.1: Effective lighting and cooling energy requirements predicted for several 
glazing technologies[50]. 

As seen in the preceding discussion, a modulation of both the visible and infrared 

spectra is desired to produce energy efficient glazings. In addition to the effective 

modulation of the visible and infrared portions of the spectrum, the mechanism of the 

modulation can also be a significant factor in the energy savings. The impact can be 

described in terms of a shading coefficient which is often used in the solar heat gain 

comparison between conventional glazing materials. The typical expression used to 

calculate the shading coefficient is 
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J. ^ Solar Heat Gain of Window Element 
Shadmg Coefficient (SC) = 

Solar Heat Gain 1/8 - inch Clear Glass 

where the solar heat gain is defined as the sum of the directly transmitted solar heat plus 

the convected and re-radiated contribution to the heat transmitted through the system. As 

defined, a shading coefficient less than I signifies less heat transfer through the window 

element than that transferred through a 1/8" thick float glass element. 

The impact of a modulation mechanism based on reflection as compared to an 

absorption mechanism can be represented by the impact on the shading coefficient for the 

glazing element. As shown in Appendix A for a model dual-pane window with an 

electrochromic element on the interior of the exterior pane, the shading coefficient was 

calculated to be controlled between about 0.1 and 0.8 for a reflecting element; whereas, it 

ranged from 0.24 to 0.83 for an absorbing element. This represents a difference in 

thermal transfer of more than a factor of two in the low transmission state based on the 

mechanism of modulation. Thus the benefits of a reflection component in the modulation 

should be considered in the selection of the chromogenic technology on the basis of 

energy efficiency. 

While visible modulation is a common element for most of the technologies under 

consideration, the addition of a substantial IR modulation requirement substantially 

restricts the field to electrochromic elements. There are, however, many factors which 

must be considered beyond the regulation of heat flow. Not only should the system 

regulate the transfer of thermal energy through the window element, but a number of 
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other issues must also be considered such as control over the modulation and stability 

with regard to long term cycling and exposure to solar radiation. 

A mechanism of control is incorporated in many of the technologies previously 

discussed since many were developed in the context of display elements. This is the case 

for the liquid crystal based devices as well as the electrochromics. For other systems, a 

mechanism for control is not obvious, but it can be conceived for most of the systems 

previously discussed. For instance, a thermochromic material could be deposited on a 

transparent conductor. Passage of current through the substrate would result in I"R losses 

and heat the thermochromic material above the transition temperature resulting, 

ultimately, in the modulation of infrared transmittance. For photochromic systems the 

control element is not obvious. Either the UV radiation in the sensitive wavelengths must 

be modulated, or the temperature of the system can be adjusted. Because elevated 

temperatures favor the bleach mechanism in photochromic systems, the transmission 

could be increased through elevated temperature. Clearly, those systems designed for 

control, the liquid crystal and electrochromic devices, afford the most direct access to the 

mechanism. 

Despite the access to a control mechanism, the issue of power usage must be 

considered. Raising and maintaining the temperature of a thermochromic or 

photochromic window element requires a substantial amount of energy, and the energy 

savings due to the transmission change may be insignificant in comparison. 

Electrochromic technologies also require energy to modulate transmission and, in some 
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configurations, significant sustaining currents. From this perspective, the low sustaining 

current of the LC technologies, such as the 1 W/ft" for a PDLC window, is attractive. 

Beyond the issues of energy conservation, the development of technology for 

architectural applications requires high stability with regard to UV, temperature, and 

cycling. While all technologies listed in Table 2.6 have good cycling stability for at least 

certain classes of materials and configurations, the thermal and UV stability issues need 

to be addressed. As a general starting point, organic materials tend to be less stable than 

inorganic in the presence of UV radiation. For this reason, organic photochromies and 

the LC technologies are all considered to be less stable in this respect than the inorganic 

photochromic, thermochromic, and electrochromic systems. The UV stability of current 

electrochromic systems, other than all solid state EC's, is questionable as well due not to 

the stability of the usual inorganic electrochromic material itself but rather to the general 

presence of organic electrolytes in the devices; however, this situation is likely to 

improve greatly since there is a significant commercial effort aimed at enhancing the 

stability. The completely inorganic nature of the thermochromic and some photochromic 

systems contributes to their high UV stability as well as their thermal stability. 

With the relative merits of the various systems established, it is possible to justify 

the selection of a technology for incorporation into the user controllable photochromic 

system. The requirement of user control is sufficient to remove the traditional 

photochromic and thermochromic devices from consideration despite their many 

favorable attributes since the difficulty of accessing a reaction mechanism and the power 
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which might be required for control are both prohibitive. This restricts the technology 

base to the two fundamental categories of liquid crystal and electrochromic. 

Based on the discussion of commercial electrochromic systems, one might be 

tempted to remove them from consideration from the standpoint of limited available solar 

power. However, the power requirements of EC devices as discussed earlier are for the 

device technologies currently on the market. This can be somewhat deceiving because 

the commercial device properties do not necessarily represent the inherent properties of 

the EC materials. An isolated EC material exhibits a spectral transmission change upon 

incorporation of ions and electrons into the structure. While this may not be an 

equilibrium configuration, there must be a pathway for the removal of ions and electrons 

from the material to effect a reversal in the spectral change. As indicated in Section 2.5, 

there are a variety of implementations of EC technology; and while the majority of EC 

devices sold today require a sustained electric current to retain a level of coloration, this 

is not an inherent requirement. Several prototypes developed at Donnelly Corporation 

require very low sustaining currents on the order of a few |iA/in". 

Based on this discussion, both electrochromic and liquid crystal technologies 

might be considered as candidates for inclusion in a user-controlled photochromic device 

since both allow access to a control mechanism and exhibit a large visible modulation. 

The choice is ultimately based on the goals originally proposed for the system which 

revolved around a glazing capable of controllably regulating visible and thermal transfer, 

scaling to meet present architectural designs, and resisting harsh thermal and UV 
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conditions. In ail of these respects, electrochromic materials are typically superior to 

common liquid crystal systems. 

3.4 Source of Power 

As stated earlier, the system under consideration should utilize solar energy as a 

source of power. The desired structure should also be monolithic. These two constraints 

appear to be at odds with one another. The prospect of converting radiant solar energy 

into chemical or electrical energy requires the absorption of that energy. For a device 

which ideally transmits visible and infrared energy, this presents a problem. 

Typical solar cells today are constructed with narrow band-gap semiconductors. 

For such materials, optical excitation of electrons across the band-gap occurs for those 

photons with energy greater than the band-gap of the semiconductor. With gaps of about 

1 eV or less, a typical solar cell will absorb photons with wavelengths less than about 

l.2^m. This includes the near-IR, visible, and UV regions and are thus non-transmitting 

over this range. The juxtaposition of these traditional cells in a monolithic unit with EC 

technology would, therefore, defeat the design objectives. 

If solar energy is to be harnessed for the operation of the device, it is most 

efficient to absorb energy from the greatest spectral region possible as is the case for 

traditional solar cells. The goal that the proposed unit as a whole transmits light 

throughout the visible and near IR regions requires that any solar energy collected be 

exclusive of these regions. This is a severe restriction when considering the spectral 

distribution of energy available at the surface of the Earth. This distribution is shown in 
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Figure 4.13 which indicates the concentration of energy in the excluded visible and IR 

bands (909 W/m" in the visible and IR bands versus 68 W/m" in the UV-A and UV-B). 

The absorption of solar energy must therefore come from the narrow region of 

near-UV. This region is bounded on one side by the visible region beginning at about 

400nm and on the other side by the absorption of the transparent construction materials 

used as a face of the device. For the common case of soda-lime-silicate glass, this 

absorption begins at about 325nm. This leaves only the wavelength region between 

325nm and 400nm for absorption by the device and subsequent conversion into chemical 

and electrical energy. 

For a material to absorb these wavelengths through band gap excitation, the 

energy gap must correspond as closely as possible to the longest wavelength to be 

absorbed. For the present case, this corresponds to 400nm or about 3.1eV. Fortunately, a 

survey of the literature indicates that several insulating materials have gaps close to this 

value. These include ZnO, SnOi, and Ti02. Although TiOi, with a band gap of 3.05eV 

to 3.20eV, is the closest match, any of them would be effective for absorption of the 

appropriate energies of incident radiation. 

Once absorbed, the energy from the incident light must be converted into 

chemical and electrical energy. In a traditional solar cell, this involves the collection of 

electrons excited into the conduction band through a conductor placed on one face. After 

passing through a load, the collected electrons are returned to the cell on the opposing 

face through another conductor to complete the circuit and maintain charge neutrality. 
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For the proposed system, the desired element of control requires that at least one leg of 

the electrical circuit be external to the device. Electrons must therefore be collected from 

the solar absorber and connected to an external circuit. 

To collect electrons at the surface of the absorbing material, an electronic 

conductor must be inserted between the electronically insulating glass and the absorber. 

The position of this component between the incident radiation and the absorber is highly 

restrictive on the transmission properties. Not only are the same transmission 

requirements of the absorber imposed on the conductor, but transmission of UV light is 

also required. 

Electronic conductors with high visible light transmission are used in a variety of 

display devices such as liquid crystal, electroluminescent, and electrochromic systems. 

For all of these systems, the predominant material has been tin doped indium oxide 

(ITO). Its high visible transparency and electronic conductivity have made it particularly 

attractive for displays. Another attribute responsible for its popularity is its solubility in 

highly acidic medium which allows patterning of the conductor after deposition. While 

this material has been used in the manufacture of large-area systems, the high cost related 

to both materials and manufacture become prohibitive. For this reason, fluorine doped 

tin oxide (FiSnOa) has become popular for such applications. Although the haze apparent 

in the thicker, more conductive material may be objectionable for some applications, the 

cost is substantially lower than ITO of similar conductivity. The thermal stability of 

F:Sn02 is also greater than that of ITO which allows the heat-treatment at higher 
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temperatures and allows a greater range of films and device processing temperatures. 

FrSnOi also exhibits a greater chemical stability than that of ITO which does not allow 

convenient patterning of the film, and this has excluded the use of FiSnOi in some 

applications. 

By inserting the transparent conductor between the glass and absorber, it is 

possible to remove electrons produced through solar excitation in the absorber and 

electronically control their insertion back into the device for electrochromic coloration. 

Insertion of another transparent conductor between the EC material and rear window 

element is convenient for this purpose. With the proposed elements in place, the overall 

structure is shown schematically in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: Proposed structure for electrochromic and UV absorber electrodes in a 
controllable photochromic system. 

To finish the system, the electrical circuit must be completed. The removal of 

electrons from the absorber results in a surplus of holes which must be compensated to 

maintain charge neutrality. Direct contact of absorber and EC film would not produce 

the desired effect since there would be electrical reduction at one face competing against 

oxidation at the other face. To avoid this scenario, an electrolyte can be inserted between 

the absorber and EC layers. Oxidation of a species in the electrolyte could effectively 

compensate the holes in the absorber. A schematic of the respective processes is shown 

in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the processes proposed to occur at the light 
sensitive electrode and chromogenic electrode in a controllable photochromic device. 

It is important to note that the ease of electrochemical reduction of the oxidized 

species will play a significant role in the bleaching properties of the device as a whole. A 

stable oxidized species can be an effective hole trap and result in a stable coloration. 

However, if the oxidized species undergoes a relatively facile reduction step at either the 

UV absorber surface or the EC film, there must be a resultant oxidation of another 

component in the system to fulfill the other half of the electrochemical reaction. The 

oxidation would necessarily occur in the electrochromic film itself and counter the 

desired coloration process for a cathodic EC film. The rate of oxidation as compared to 
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the rale of reduction for the redox species will ultimately determine whether the device 

will color. If the reduction process is too fast, it can swamp the coloration process 

resulting in little if any change in transmission. 

3.5 Comparison to Existing Technologies 

As mentioned at the outset of this chapter, the goals for this work centered around 

the understanding and improvement of a user-controlled photochromic device[51]. The 

general embodiment of the system explored in this thesis is described in detail in 

Chapter 4 and is shown schematically in Figure 3.4. As can be seen from this diagram, 

the materials, construction, and relative positions are similar to those outlined in the 

previous discussion. As such, their perceived role in the operation of the device should 

be in line with the previous discussion as well. It should be noted, however, that the 

mechanisms underlying the operation were not known and that the system as a whole was 

developed primarily through invention and trial and error. 

^ Conductor 

]— Glass 

Transparent 

Radiation Sensitive 
Electrode (Ti02) 

Electrochromic 
Electrode (W03) 

Electrolyte: 90vol% BZA 
10vol%TBP / O.lM Lid04 

Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of the embodiment of a Donnelly user-controlled 
photochronuc device. 
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The system consisted of an electrochromic electrode and a light sensitive 

electrode separated by a liquid electrolyte. The chosen electrochromic material was 

tungsten oxide, and the light sensitive material was titania. Between these electrodes, an 

electrolyte layer was injected which contained benzyl alcohol, 4-re;/t-butylpyridine, and 

lithium perchlorate. 

When exposed to a light source rich in UV and with the leads from the cell 

electrically connected, the cell developed a blue color which intensified with the duration 

of exposure to illumination. When removed from the source of illumination, the device 

does not exhibit the automatic bleach that is characteristic of typical photochromic 

systems. The device is said to have excellent "memory" in that the coloration does not 

fade even under extended periods of time with the leads open or shorted when the UV 

source is removed. Bleaching of this device configuration occurs only as a result of a 

potential applied across the leads with a polarity such that the tungsten oxide layer is 

oxidized. 

The kinetics of coloration and bleaching for one such device is shown in 

Figure 3.5 for the cell exposed to outdoor solar illumination on a Summer afternoon in 

Tucson. For this set of experimental data, coloration was effected by shorting the device 

leads; and bleaching took place under an applied potential of 1.2V. The rate of coloration 

slows with time as the photopic transmission decreases from about 75% to about 10%. 

Application of the bleaching potential results in an initially rapid change in transmission 

which also slows with time as the original high transmission is regained. 
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Figure 3.5: Kinetics of coloration and bleaching of a user-controlled photochromic 
device. Coloration was effected under AMI with leads shorted and bleached at a 
potential of i.2V. 

The properties of the system just described are indeed those of a controllable 

photochromic in that the photochromic response of the device can be controlled through 

the use of an external electrical connection. The exhibited properties are also quite 

attractive showing a coloration time of 10 to 15 minutes and a bleach time of less than 2 

minutes for the modulation range chosen in this example. 

While the properties of the cells as described are attractive, there were several 

issues which needed to be addressed. First, the system exhibited some degradation in 

performance with extended cycling, and the mechanisms underlying this degradation 



were not known. Second, the construction methods and materials lacked the desired 

reproducibility, which made the system difficult to study in a careful and systematic way. 

Degradation in the system occurred upon cycling in the presence of UV radiation, 

with two effects noted after extended cycling. The first effect is shown in Figure 3.6 

where the transmission versus time for a typical cell is plotted as a function of the cycle 

number. This degradation is marked by a small loss in high-end transmission (decreased 

transmission in the bleached state) and a larger gain in low-end transmission (increased 

transmission in the colored state) for a given time of coloration. The gain in low-end 

transmission is the result of reduced kinetics rather than a permanent loss of modulation; 

given sufficient coloration time, a transmission of approximately 4% photopic can be 

achieved despite the degree of degradation in the cell. The second effect is the generation 

of gas within the cell which ultimately results in a failure of the sealing system and loss 

of electrolyte. While the first effect is gradual, the second effect is abrupt and can result 

in complete ceil failure after a sufficiently large number of cycles. 
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Degradation During Extended Cycling 
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Figure 3.6: Degradation in performance of a user-controlled photochromic device under 
conditions of constant cycling in the presence of AMI illumination. 

Degradation effects aside, the reproducibility of the devices was troublesome in 

the identification of reaction mechanisms. Systematic changes in device configuration 

produced deviations in system performance that were swamped by deviations between 

individual cells. The performance for one set of "identical" cells prepared under standard 

laboratory conditions is shown in Figure 3.7. Electrodes for this set of cells were 

prepared on the same day, and the electrolyte was also from a single lot. Despite these 

efforts, the variation in performance between cells was large. 

Cycle 4 
Cycle 89 
Cycle 162 
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Figure 3.7: Variation in performance for the 3"* cycle of each cell from one set prepared 
under similar laboratory conditions. 

Both the degradation and reproducibility of the cells were investigated in this 

research effort. Difficulties with reproducibility are largely addressed in Chapter 3 which 

is aimed at the details of cell preparation. This chapter also represents a significant 

advancement toward the determination of mechanistic details which is addressed later in 

Chapter 6. 

During the course of this work, another controllable photochromic system has 

appeared in the literature which can be discussed in terms of the framework presented in 

this chapter. However, due to the similarity to the Donnelly system in terms of the 
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principle of operation and construction, the details of the system are left for discussion in 

Appendix C. 
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4. MATERIALS SELECTION, FABRICATION, AND EXPERIMENTAL 
APPARATUS 

4.1 Introduction 

The controllable photochromic devices explored in this document are constructed 

from a number of components which are ultimately assembled to form the monolithic 

product. Throughout this chapter, the components of this device are described in terms of 

their preparation and properties. In particular, a focus was placed on the development of 

the radiation sensitive electrode which was determined to be a source of reproducibility 

and degradation issues in the device as a whole. In addition to the development of this 

electrode, the fabrication of the electrochromic electrode and assembly of the device are 

described. Following the preparation of the device, the experimental apparatus used in 

the analysis of device performance and degradation is described. 
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4.2 Development and Fabrication of TiOj Films 

4.2.1 Introduction 

The radiation sensitive electrode, RSE, is an integral component of the UCPC 

device as was indicated earlier in Chapter 3, and the performance of the device as a 

whole is dependent upon it for the efficient conversion of energy from incident light into 

electrical and chemical energy. Beyond this functional role, the RSE must also exhibit 

several aesthetic attributes due to the optical nature of the system. In consideration of 

these roles and earlier discussion, this section focuses on the preparation of TiOi films for 

use as the RSE; and to this end, several characteristics of the radiation sensitive electrode 

(RSE) can be identified: 

1) High absorption coefficient for radiation in the near UY spectral region particularly 
for those wavelengths between the visible spectrum and those absorbed by the 
transparent conductor 

2) A high interfacial contact area between the electrolyte and the RSE which is 
necessary for the efficient conversion of electrical to chemical energy due to potential 
competition for reaction sites 

3) For TiOa films, presence of the anatase phase in large volume fraction since it is well 
established that this is the most active phase of TiOi with respect to organic 
decomposition and hydrogen production from water 

4) High transmission and low scattering losses for the electrode due to the visual, 
transmissive nature of the device 
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This set of stringent conditions requires the engineering of the radiation sensitive 

electrode to meet all of the aforementioned requirements while retaining ease of 

deposition and remaining economical for small- as well as large-area coatings. 

4.2.2 Background 

Titanium oxide has been used in a wide variety of applications, and the number of 

methods for fabricating the most desirable forms is large and varied. Some of the 

common uses include pigment for paper and paint, photocatalyst for the decomposition of 

organics and the purification of water, high refractive index layers in dielectric stacks, 

and high surface area films for photoelectrochemical solar cells. Each use places a set of 

constraints on the form of the material. For example, pigment grade titania requires high 

volume production of particles with carefully controlled diameter, specific phase, and, 

generally, a passivation layer over the particles. On the other extreme, films of titania for 

dielectric stacks require dense, highly uniform layers with exacting thickness and index 

requirements. 

The titanium-oxygen system is complex, and the phase diagram for the oxide is 

comprised of a sizable number of compounds including TiO, TiiOs, TisOs, Ti02, and the 

Magneli phases. For stoichiometric TiOa, which is the product sought in this 

experimental work, there are three different crystal structures which are known to exist: 

anatase, rutile, and brookite. The anatase and rutile structures have received the greatest 

attention for commercial application while the brookite phase has largely been considered 

an impurity. The higher index of refraction of rutile, 2.70 versus 2.55 for anatase, has 
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been generally sought for optical applications; while the anatase phase has received 

attention due its greater catalytic activity, especially with respect to the cleavage of water 

with significant implications for energy production and with respect to organic 

photodecomposition for water purification. 

While rutile is thermodynamically more stable than anatase at all temperatures, 

the anatase structure is relatively stable against transformation to the rutile structure at 

temperatures below about 600°C. Commercially, the anatase phase represents only a 

modest percentage of the total TiOi produced. 

Examples of titanium oxide production by CVD[52, 53], reactive sputtering[54], 

anodization[55], spray pyrolysis[56, 57], sol-gel[58-60], and slurry[61] abound in the 

literature. Of the many methods available for the deposition of titania, vapor, slurry, and 

sol-gel preparation have been the preferred methods for the deposition of films. 

For versatile, lab-scale film deposition which can be effectively scaled for large-

area production, the sol-gel approach provides an attractive process. Even within the 

field of sol-gel, however, there are several routes to the production of titania films. For 

the purpose of this work, a colloidal sol-gel approach was chosen largely for the ability to 

produce a highly porous coating of TiOi with a large surface area and little residual 

organic matter using a relatively low-temperature heat-treatment. 

The general approach to the sol-gel preparation of oxide materials involves the 

hydrolysis and condensation of metal alkoxides in their parent solvent. The preferred 
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starting materials for sol-gel synthesis are the metal alkoxides, and virtually all metals 

form alkoxides of the general formula: 

M(OR), 

where R represents an alkyl group and x is dependent on the valence of the metal[62]. 

The alkoxide(s) are generally dissolved in their parent solvent where they are hydrolyzed 

by the addition of water. Most alkoxides can be hydrolyzed according to the following 

reactions (the metal depicted in the reaction is tetravalent, although this is dependent on 

the specific metal): 

I  I  
—M-OR + HoO ^• —M-OH + ROH 

I I 

The partially hydrolyzed species can undergo further hydrolysis, or they can 

undergo condensation reactions. This condensation can occur between either two 

hydrolyzed units or between a hydrolyzed unit and an alkoxy group through one of the 

following reaction schemes: 

I  I  I I  
—M—OH + RO-M— •* »• —M—O-M— + ROH 

I  I  I I  

I  I  I I  
—M-OH + HO-M— •» • —M-O-M— + H,0 

I  I  I I "  

Once complete, the solution contains an oxide material along with the initial 

solvent and the reaction byproducts (ROH or H2O). Since the initial solvent is generally 
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the parent alcohol and the byproducts are themselves largely alcohols, they are often 

quite volatile and can be driven off by evaporation. 

In the presence of a large excess of water, the hydrolysis reactions are accelerated, 

especially in the case of highly reactive alkoxides such as the titanium alkoxides. The 

rapid hydrolysis generally results in the formation of a hydrated oxide precipitate which 

quickly settles out of the solution, and the alcoholic byproduct remains in the solution. 

For coating applications, the precipitate is often dispersed through either the direct 

addition of a peptizing agent and heat to the solution under agitation or a similar 

treatment to a solvent containing the precipitate which has been filtered and washed from 

the original solution. The desired result is a stable dispersion of Ti02 colloids in a largely 

aqueous solution. 

4.2.3 Development of TiOi Film Preparation 

While most preparations of Ti02 colloidal dispersions in the literature encompass 

acidic hydrolysis and peptization procedures, work by Thomas[58] demonstrated the 

ability to form TiOi coatings of high porosity and low scattering from base-peptized 

material. The anatase films thus produced had high laser-damage thresholds and were 

suitable for optical applications. This approach also potentially minimizes film cracking 

and unstable colloid distributions common to several acid peptized systems[63-65]. 

The reproducibility of coatings produced in this manner is heavily dependent on 

the reproducibility and stability of the colloidal dispersions. Hence the preparation of a 

colloidal suspension with a reproducible and uniform size distribution has driven much of 
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the present research. Colloidal dispersions of TiOi were prepared in aqueous solution, 

and the effect of the hydrolysis temperature and peptization time were studied to 

determine their effects on ultimate colloid size distribution, stability, and crystalline 

phase. Solutions suitable for dip-coating were then prepared from the colloidal 

dispersions, and films were deposited on transparent conductive oxide substrates. 

Conditions for firing samples were determined for the solutions prepared, and the 

resulting products were analyzed. 

4.2.3.1 Preparation and Characterization of Colloidal Dispersions 

To prepare the colloidal dispersion, 1 liter of deionized water was heated to a 

predetermined hydrolysis temperature (as discussed below) in a 2 liter round-bottom 

flask. To this, 0.4 moles of titanium(IV) isopropoxide was slowly added to the heated 

water while rapidly stirring via an overhead stirrer. A white precipitate was rapidly 

formed which was kept largely in suspension through continued vigorous stirring for 15 

minutes. To this, 0.02 moles of tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) in water was 

added as a 47ml aqueous solution, and the reaction product was again stirred for 15 

minutes while the temperature was maintained. The reaction temperature was then 

ramped to 100°C at a rate of 20°C/hour during which the alcoholic reaction byproducts 

were collected. The solution was then allowed to reflux while dispersion samples were 

collected for measurement of particle size. 

Because the product formed through the addition of the reactive alkoxide to water 

is largely hydrolyzed, the colloid size should be established during the hydrolysis step 
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rather than during later dispersion. The impact of the temperature of the reaction vessel 

during alkoxide addition was varied from 40°C to 80°C to examine the effect on panicle 

size evolution during peptization and the resulting mean size for the colloids. Ripening 

of the particles would be expected for these small colloids during dispersion at elevated 

temperatures and has been noted in some acid peptized systems[64, 65]. The competition 

between deaggregation and ripening should result in an optimum time for minimum 

colloid size during the process. 

Because the initial sample was not fully peptized and did not represent a stable 

dispersion, it was agitated before the size distribution was analyzed. While settling of 

some material within the sample did occur, this process was sufficiently long that a 

reproducible size distribution could be obtained. All other samples represent aliquots 

taken from the stable dispersion product after any unstable material had precipitated. The 

results for PCS analysis of particle size for the dispersion prepared through alkoxide 

addition to water at 80°C is shown in Figure 4.1. The data obtained for the samples 

prepared through addition at 40°C and 60°C showed similar size evolution, and the mean 

particle size during the peptization process is shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.1: Particle size development during peptization after hydrolysis at 80°C. 
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Figure 4.2: The mean particle size during the peptization of material prepared through 
the addition of alkoxide to water at the indicated temperature. The standard deviation 
from the mean particle size is indicated by the bars for the sample prepared at 40°C. 

Analysis of the colloidal size distribution indicates a large distribution for the 

initial material, but this decreased rapidly during the peptization process to yield a 

relatively narrow distribution within about I hour. However, the process requires about 

48 hours to reach a minimum colloid size distribution for any of the investigated 

hydrolysis temperatures. Ail hydrolysis conditions resulted in a mean particle size of 

• 40"C 

60°C 

80°C 
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about 30nm within 48 hours and did not exhibit a significant dependence on the 

temperature during initial reaction of alkoxide with water. 

Samples from each prepared dispersion were allowed to stand at room 

temperature for a period of one month. Only traces of precipitated material were found; 

and after this precipitate was filtered from the solution, no further sediment was produced 

during a period of six months at room temperature. 

The process of peptization of hydrolyzed material from alkoxides may be 

considered to encompass two steps. First, the chemical or van der Waals bonds between 

the particles must be disrupted in order to break up the aggregated material. Second, an 

electrostatic charge must be induced on the particles, or other material must be adsorbed 

onto the particle surfaces, in order to stabilize the particles and prevent reaggregation. 

Because the isoelectric point of TiOi is relatively neutral, either acidic or basic conditions 

are effective in establishing this charge and introducing at least partial stability for the 

colloids. 

Overcoming the relatively weak van der Waals bonds can generally be effected 

through sonic energy or rapid stirring in the presence of heat. In the present case, the 

rapid deagglomeration seen during the initial hour of peptization indicates that weak 

bonding plays an important role in the precipitated material formed through the 

hydrolysis and partial condensation of the alkoxide. Following the initial breakup of the 

agglomerates, the rate of peptization is dramatically reduced and leads to the formation of 

a colloidal dispersion with a mean diameter of about 30nm and narrow size distribution. 
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During this time, coarsening of the colloids does not appear to occur despite extended 

periods at elevated temperatures which is an attractive feature of the present route. 

4.2.3.2 Preparation of Dip-Coating Solutions 

The goal of this research was the production of TiOi films on transparent 

conductive oxides (TCO). For this, the colloidal dispersion of TiOi must be transformed 

into a solution suitable for dip-coating the TCO substrates. This requires a solution 

which effectively wets the TCO surface without destabilizing the dispersion. 

Preparation of the dipping solution from the colloidal dispersion involved 

concentration of the dispersion to provide the desired solids content, addition of alcohol 

to enhance the wetting behavior on the TCO substrate, and adjustment of the solution pH 

to ensure reproducibility. Dispersions of TiOi can be concentrated under vacuum to a 

highly viscous paste if desired. As a consequence of the volatility of the organic base 

used in the processing of this dispersion, there is a resultant loss of base during the 

removal of water. To ensure the reproducibility of the concentrated dispersion, it is 

necessary to replace the TMAH lost during concentration or adjust the pH to a desired 

level. This addition must be done carefully since high concentrations of TMAH can 

destabilize the dispersion. It is thus necessary either to dilute the TMAH solution before 

addition to the concentrate or add the base under rapid stirring to minimize any 

aggregation. For the solution prepared for this discussion, the pH was adjusted after 

alcohol addition. 
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The addition of alcohol to aqueous solutions can provide benefits beyond simple 

improvement of wetting characteristics. Optimal choice of the ratio of alcohol to water 

can result in a substantial increase in solution viscosity as well. In the case of this 

aqueous dispersion, preparation of thick coatings was hindered by non-uniformity due to 

flow of the low-viscosity solution during the drying process. High rate dipping coupled 

with the low viscosity of the coating solution resulted in thickness variations of 50% or 

more from the top to the bottom of the sample. Production of films with uniform 

thickness required slower pull rates, and the thickness attainable with this method was 

limited. 

Most alcohol/water solutions exhibit a maximum in viscosity for the mixture 

rather than a linear relationship between the end members which was beneficial for these 

coatings. The viscosity is shown for the high-water portion of the methanol/water system 

at 20°C in Figure 4.3. Optimization of the ratio is required to achieve a degree of 

wettability while staying close to the maximum in the viscosity curve. For this system, a 

ratio of 60:40 by volume of methanol to water was chosen which corresponds to 54 

percent methanol by weight. This is near the maximum in viscosity for this system, and 

it exhibits a viscosity of 1.7 cP, which is substantially higher than that of l.O cP for water 

and 0.597 cP for methanol at 20°C. 
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Figure 4.3: Viscosity of aqueous methanol solutions showing the increase in viscosity for 
intermediate compositions above the viscosity of the end-members. 

A 600ml dip-coating solution was prepared from the aqueous colloidal dispersion 

described in the previous section. A dried powder was obtained from the aqueous 

dispersion by drying under rotary evaporation at 60°C. The resulting powder was readily 

redispersed by addition of water. 700ml of the aqueous dispersion was dried in this 

manner and was then redispersed in 240inl of deionized water by stim'ng. 360mi of 
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methanol was then added dropwise into the aqueous dispersion under constant stirring. 

The resulting solution composition was 60 volume percent methanol and 40 volume 

percent water with a solids content of 0.05 g/ml. Finally, the solution pH was adjusted to 

12.5 by slow addition of 25wt% aqueous tetramethylammonium hydroxide under rapid 

stirring. 

The resulting dip-coating solution was stored in a refrigerator and exhibited no 

visible settling of the titania colloids from solution over a period of six months. 

4.2.3.3 Sample Coating and Heat Treatment 

While films deposited from colloidal dispersions are relatively free from organic 

material and are suitable for some applications as deposited, the catalytic nature of the 

films in this study required complete burnout of residual organics. For this reason, the 

removal of organic material by thermal treatment for the deposited films was studied, and 

these results were used to determine optimal parameters for the heat-treatment of the 

films. 

A sample of the dip-coating solution was dried by rotary evaporation before TGA 

and DSC analysis. Results for the TGA sample during heat treatment to 550°C at a 

heating rate of 5°C/min are shown in Figure 4.4, and the derivative indicates three 

principal weight loss regions. The peak at 175°C is associated with the removal of free 

TMAH from the sample as evidenced from the fishy odor evolved as the film was heated 

through this region. The DSC sample was heated to 600°C at 20°C/min, and the results 

indicate the endothermic nature of the weight loss region peak at 175°C, which is 
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consisted with the volatilization of TMAH, and the highly exothermic nature of the peak 
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Figure 4.4: TGA trace for the dip-coating solution after drying under vacuum. 

IR spectroscopy was used to analyze the material removed from the sample 

associated with each of the weight loss regions. Samples were prepared for IR analysis 

by spinning the dip-coating solution onto a silicon wafer. The films were heat treated at 

the temperature of interest for 15 minutes before cooling to room temperature for 

subsequent analysis. While the initial low temperature weight loss was due to the 
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expected loss of water, the weight loss associated with the TGA and DSC peaks at about 

300°C is due to the final elimination of residual TMAH from the film. 

The high temperature required for the removal of residual TMAH suggests 

chemical bonding between the TiOi colloids and the organic base. Bonding of the base 

to the surface of the dispersed colloids may introduce a degree of steric stabilization 

through the bulky organic groups. As this steric functionality of other peptization aids 

used in the dispersion of colloidal TiOi has not been previously discussed in the 

literature, it may be largely responsible for the stability of the dispersed colloids to 

growth and agglomeration when compared with other organic and inorganic bases and 

nitric acid peptization. 

Films were deposited on Tec 15 low-E single-strength glass from Libby-Owens-

Ford. Substrates were cleaned by mechanical scrubbing with an Alconox/water solution 

and were rinsed in deionized water before drying in air at 60°C. Substrates were dip-

coated in the solution previously described and allowed to dry before removing from the 

dipping chamber. The coating on the back of the substrate was removed with water 

before heating at 10°C/min to 350°C for Vz hour. The resulting films were anatase as 

determined from x-ray diffraction and free from visible defects with high transparency. 

Uniform films up to 2400A thick were prepared in this manner through a single 

dip-coat, and thicker coatings were prepared by multiple dip-coatings. The solubility of 

the coating in the solution necessitated firing between coatings to stabilize it against 

dissolution. Up to four coatings were applied to produce films approximately 1 ̂ m thick. 
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These films were also highly transparent and free from visual defects. However, for the 

present application, the performance of films 2400A thick was found to be sufficient for 

UCPC devices. 

The scattering and transparency of the 2400A thick films on Tec 15 substrates 

were measured to ensure their suitability for incorporation in controllable photochromic 

devices. Scattering was measured with a Hunter ColorQUEST II to be 0.27% as 

compared to the Tec 15 substrate itself which exhibited 0.53% haze. The surface haze of 

the transparent conductor is primarily associated with the rough surface features common 

to the Sn02:F material with high conductivity. The decrease in haze resulting from a 

surface coating of TiOi suggests that the layer is effective in covering the rough surface 

and presents a smooth surface to incident radiation. Transmission spectra for a 2400A 

thick film on Tec 15 is shown for the UV and visible spectral regions in Figure 4.5 

indicating their highly transparent nature. 
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Figure 4.5: Transmission spectrum for a 2400A thick film of Ti02 deposited on Tecl5 

4.2.4 Conclusions 

The process described here leads to the formation of a stable TiOi colloidal 

dispersion with a narrow particle size distribution which is resistant to particle growth. 

The coating solutions prepared from the colloidal dispersion appear stable with respect to 

atmospheric moisture and resistance to agglomeration and settling making this route 
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particularly attractive for the preparation of laboratory- and production- scale coatings. 

The highly transparent coatings of anatase TiO? with low light scattering were produced 

up to 2400A thick from a single dip-coat and were highly active in UCPC devices. The 

properties and activity of these films coupled with the ease of deposition make this route 

attractive for preparation of radiation sensitive electrodes for user-controlled 

photochromic devices. 
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4.3 Electrochromic WO3 Film Preparation 

The selection of an appropriate electrochromic material for incorporation in user-

controlled photochromic devices involves a balance between many factors. Some of 

these include coloration efficiency, color in the absorbing and transmitting states, 

durability to cycling, ease of deposition and scale-up for production, availability of 

deposition and firing equipment, and experience with the material. For the present case, 

the cooperation with Donnelly Corporation on this research provided access to an 

electrochromic film developed there for electrochromic devices along with the necessary 

equipment for the production and deposition of films. The extensive development and 

testing of this system under a variety of conditions and the availability of data made this 

particularly attractive for the current research. 

The electrochromic material developed at Donnelly Corporation is a porous 

tungsten oxide prepared through a sol-gel route which has demonstrated high cyclic 

stability and durability in devices. Deposition of films for this research was carried out 

by dip-coating from precursor solutions followed by thermal treatment under controlled 

humidity conditions. Although the details of the preparation of both precursor solutions 

and films are reported elsewhere[66-68], a brief description in included here. 

The alkoxide precursor for these films was prepared as shown schematically in 

Figure 4.6. Through this process, a yellow powder, peroxotungstic ester (PTE), was 

formed which was the basis for the coating solutions used in this work. Dip-coating 

solutions were prepared by dissolving PTE in reagent alcohol to form a solution 
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containing 0.45g of ETE per ml of reagent alcohol. Following dissolution of the PTE, 32 

mol% oxalic acid dihydrate (molar ratio based on tungsten metal in the precursor) was 

then added to the solution as a drying control chemical additive (DCCA) and to modify 

the resulting microstructure of the deposited films. This solution was stored in the 

freezer and was stable for use and reuse to deposit films. 

Films were dip-coated onto Tecl5 substrates (FiSnOi coated float glass with a 

conductivity of approximately 15i2/D) at 25cm/min in the viscous coating solution 

prepared as described above, and the coating on the back of the substrate was removed 

with water before firing. The coatings were then processed through a two-phase thermal 

/ humidity treatment. During the first phase, the films were subjected to a controlled 

temperature and humidity profile as shown in Figure 4.7. Following this ureatment, the 

films were heated in air at lO°C/min to 350°C and held for one hour before cooling back 

to room temperature. Films prepared in this manner were approximately 4700A thick 

and displayed optical and electrochemical properties suitable for use in UCPC devices. 

The electrochemical intercalation properties of the 4700A WO3 films were 

examined by performing cyclic voltammograms in solutions containing lithium salts or 

aqueous acidic solutions. Figure 4.8 shows the resulting current-voltage curve for the 

film in a O.IM LiC104 / PC bath where the potential was applied relative to a Ag/AgNOs 

reference electrode using a Pt foil counter electrode. While the current does not return to 

zero during the bleaching portion of this voltammogram, the transmission spectrum of the 
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film, as shown in Figure 4.9, did return to the as-prepared condition following reduction 

and oxidation indicating that the optical coloration and bleaching was reversible. 
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Figure 4.6: Flow chart diagramming the route used to prepared the sol-gel precursor for 
deposition of WO3 films. 
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Figure 4.7: Temperature and humidity profile used for the pretreatment of the as-
deposited WO3 films. 
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Figure 4.8: Electrochemical insertion and removal of lithium from a 4700A film of W03 
on Tec15 in a 3-electrode cell as described in text. 
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Figure 4.9: Spectral evolution of WO3 film on Tecl5 during electrochemical reduction. 
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4.4 Fabrication of Devices 

Controllable photochromic were constructed from the Ti02 and WO3 electrodes 

prepared as described in sections 4.2 and 4.3. As shown in Figure 3.4, a typical 

framework for the device is a sandwich structure formed from the chromogenic and 

photosensitive electrodes. The devices were prepared by bonding the two electrodes 

together with an adhesive to seal the edges. This provides a cavity between the coatings 

with a gap that is controlled by regulating the thickness of the adhesive. The electrolyte 

was then injected into the cavity through a hole in the adhesive which was plugged after 

filling, and the electrodes were offset from one another so that electrical leads could be 

soldered to the transparent conductors. The construction of the device is shown 

schematically in Figure 4.10. 

! 

Edge View Face View 

Figure 4.10: Physical construction of a user-controiled photochromic device showing 
black sealant material and gray electrical connection to the transparent conductors. 
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4.5 Illumination Source And Automated Cycling Control 

4.5.1 Illumination Source 

The UCPC devices investigated in this work primarily utilize near-UV radiation 

as the source of energy for coloration. Because the solar spectrum on Earth extends into 

these wavelengths, the device exhibits adequate coloration kinetics when exposed to this 

illumination outdoors. When attempting to cycle these devices in a laboratory setting, a 

similar source of light rich in UV must be used. If the degradation of devices exposed to 

solar radiation is to be assessed, the source of light in the lab must also contain ail 

wavelengths present in the solar spectrum with intensities approximating those of the 

solar spectrum. 

For this work, the primary source of illumination for exposure of the devices was 

a 500W xenon compact arc lamp. The lamp was enclosed in a housing as shown 

schematically in Figure 4.11 which provided a slightly divergent beam of light 

approximately 4" in diameter at the sample location and provided uniform exposure over 

the active sample area. 
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Figure 4.11: Lamp housing incorporating xenon compact arc lamp used to provide 
illumination on the UCPC device for laboratory testing. 

Xenon lamps are commonly used for the simulation of solar radiation due to their 

relatively high emission of UV radiation compared to tungsten filaments and their ability 

to exhibit a color temperature of approximately 6000K, which corresponds well with 

solar radiation. The relative emission from a xenon arc lamp is shown in Figure 4.12 

which compares favorably to the solar radiation at air mass 1.5 as shown in Figure 4.13. 

In order to represent more accurately the solar radiation, it is often desirable to insert 
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filters in the beam path. This is often used to tailor the UV and IR portions of the 

spectrum to match the desired solar conditions. However, no such filter was used in the 

present work. Because the UCPC device contains faces of float glass, the higher-energy 

UV wavelengths would not be present within the device where they could potentially 

cause damage. Also, the high IR output of the xenon lamp provided a relatively constant 

device temperature of approximately 50°C which is similar to the temperature of a device 

cycled outdoors in the spring in Tucson. 

Measurements of the energy contained in the xenon illumination at the sample 

position compared favorably to values obtained outdoor in Tucson, and the cycling 

performance of the device exposed to these sources was not substantially different. By 

providing a constant source of illumination 24 hours per day, it was possible to get 

reproducible results from experiment to experiment and to study the effects of extended 

cycling much more quickly than allowed through exposure to outdoor illumination. 
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Figure 4.12: Relative output for a compact xenon arc lamp normalized to 100% between 
250 and 2200nm. 
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Figure 4.13: Solar spectrum at air mass 1.5 

4.5.2 Active Cycling Control and Automated Data Collection 

Coloration of the device requires the electrical leads of the UCPC cell to be 

shorted, and bleaching results upon application of an electrical potential to the leads. 

Therefore, cycling of the device under illumination from the xenon lamp requires 

switching of the conditions present at the leads. It is also desirable to obtain data on the 

conditions of the cell such as the transmission and current passing through the leads 

during cycling. These functions were automated through the use of a data acquisition 

system based on a PC. A schematic layout of this arrangement is shown in Figure 4.14. 

Through a system of relays, the PC was capable of switching the conditions 

present at the device leads from open circuit to either of two states effected at external 
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conditions on the switch box itself. Generally, these states corresponded to the coloring 

and bleaching conditions for the cell, electrical short and 1.2V respectively. 

In addition to the ability to control the lead conditions on the cell, the PC was 

utilized to acquire data from the device. This data generally took the form of 

transmission through the cell and current flow through the device leads. Transmission 

was measured by a silicon photodiode fitted with a photopic filter. By comparing the 

output from the photodiode with the cell removed to the output with the cell in place, it 

was possible to obtain the photopic transmission of the device during cycling using the 

xenon illumination as the light source. Current flow through the device leads was 

measured by an ammeter placed in series with the device between the cell and the relay 

switchbox. 

In addition to the passive acquisition of data from the device during cycling, it 

was possible to "smart" cycle in an active manner based on the data acquired on the cell 

rather than strictly based on time. From the transmission data, it was possible to impose 

coloration and/or bleaching limits on the cycling; and from the current readings, the cell 

could be cycled based on the magnitude of current flow or the charge passed during a 

cycle. Judicious application of these cycling limits allowed conditions to be applied to 

the device which were dependent on particular aspects of the device configuration. For 

example, it was possible to explore changes in charge efficiency due to substitution of 

eiectrochromic films by cycling based on passed charge. Throughout this work, a variety 
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of conditions were applied to devices based on combinations of time and device state 

whicii were obtained in this manner during cycling. 
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Figure 4.14: Schematic layout of the cycling apparatus used in the active control of 
UCPC devices and data acquisition during cycling. 
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5. PHENOMENOLOGY OF UCPC DEVICES 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, some of the general phenomenoiogicai properties of controllable 

photochromic devices prepared as described previously are explored. Rather than 

delving directly into the mechanistic details, their behavior in the presence of light will be 

described in general terms. These behaviors will be explored further in Chapter 6 where 

the phenomenology will be related to physical mechanisms occurring within the device. 

It is, however, useful to describe many of the properties of these devices at once to give 

the reader a feeling for the overall characteristics. 

It should be noted that this phenomenoiogicai discussion is the result of data 

collected from hundreds of cells. The reader should not be alarmed that the performance 

of individual cells is not identical to that of other cells under seemingly identical 

conditions. This is just the natural result of random and systematic variations in the 

construction of these cells during the course of this investigation. Effort has been made 

to ensure that discussions of each trend or phenomenon include data confmed as close as 

experimentally possible to a single device configuration with the exception of the 

variable(s) under investigation. In general, these trends are exhibited for all of the device 

configurations investigated. 

As related in Chapter 2, the present device is closely modeled after the preferred 

embodiment of the onginal device invented at Donnelly Corporation's Advanced 
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Technology Center. As such, the properties demonstrated through this research are 

similar to those reported briefly in Chapter 2. Throughout this chapter, the influence of 

various construction parameters and components will be explored and will be used to 

provide insight into the operation and degradation mechanistics which will be discussed 

in detail in Chapters 6 and 7. 

5.2 Control Over Photochromic Response 

A significant aspect of the present device is the ability to control the 

photochromic response through an external electrical connection. To this end, the 

response of the device under continuous exposure to radiation from a 500 Watt compact 

xenon arc lamp was measured with the leads electrically shorted, the leads electrically 

isolated, and with resistive loads between the leads. The result, as shown in Figure 5.1, is 

a dramatic change in the photochromic response of the device. Through the introduction 

of resistive loads between the leads, an intermediate photochromic response can be 

achieved. 
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Photochromic Response of UCPC Cell 
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Figure 5.1: Photochromic coloration of a UCPC cell irradiated with 500W xenon arc 
lamp with electrical load placed between the cell electrical leads. Increasing the 
electrical load decreases the photochromic response. 

When illuminated with leads open for extended periods of time (greater than an 

hour), there is a non-zero photochromic response which is, in itself, an interesting aspect 

of the device operation; and it provides insight into the internal mechanisms involved. 

The loss of transmission with the leads shorted under illumination can be regained by 

application of a external potential greater than 0.9V, and thus the transmission can be 

retained at a high level for extended periods of time by a combination of open leads and 
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mild, intermittent or continuous potentials. The implications of the non-zero response 

with electrically isolated leads extend throughout the field of electrochromic devices, but 

a detailed investigation of this phenomenon will be left for later discussion. 

5.3 Spectral Characteristics 

Color associated with the photochromic response of the device is due to a 

coloration process in the electrochromic WO3 film within the device. Figure 5.2 and 

Figure 5.3 show, respectively, the spectral transmission of a WO3 film colored by 

electrochemical intercalation of Li"^ and the transmission of a UCPC cell containing such 

a film. Comparison of these spectra indicates a high degree of correlation between these 

phenomena, and the VIS-NIR spectra for the electrolyte and TiOi films for the colored 

and bleached states of the device indicates no significant coloration arising from those 

components. 
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Figure 5.2: Transmission spectra for a tungsten oxide film deposited on Tec 15 before 
and after electrochemical insertion of 100 and 200 mC/in" of Li^. 
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Spectral Evolution of UCPC Cell During Bleaching 
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Figure 5.3: Transmission spectra for a UCPC cell as the cell was bleached from a 
colored state under an externally applied potential of 1.2V. 

5.4 Electrical Properties 

From the degree of control afforded to the system through external resistive loads 

between the electrical conductors, the necessity of current flow between the conductors is 

apparent. The flow of current is substantial, and the sustained current is on the order of a 

milliamp for a device with a 40 cm^ active area. The current flow through the external 

device leads is plotted in Figure S.4 for coloration with leads shorted and Figure 5.5 for 
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bleaching under an external potential of 1.2V for such a device illuniinated by a 500 Watt 

compact xenon arc lamp. 
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Figure 5.4: Current flow through the external leads on a UCPC device during coloration 
under incident illumination from a 500Watt compact xenon arc lamp. 
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Figure 5.5: Current flow through a UCPC device during bleaching by a 1.2V external 
source while the device was illuminated by a SOOWatt compact xenon arc lamp. 

5.5 Wavelength Sensitivity 

The region of wavelengths of incident radiation which is effective for coloration 

of the device is substantially restricted to the ultraviolet. The range was determined by 

interposing a set of low-pass energy filters between the source of incident radiation and 

the cell and measuring the current flow through the device leads during coloration. A 

decrease in the coloration current when a filter is interposed indicates that at least a 

portion of the actinic rays were removed from the incident radiation. The results are 

shown in Figure 5.6 which indicates that the wavelengths for cell operation are between 
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about 300 and 500 nm with the primary wavelengths of operation falling between about 

330nm and 400nm. 
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Figure 5.6: Current flow between the external leads of a UCPC device during coloration. 
The cell contained TiOj on Tec 15 for the light sensitive electrode, and it was illuminated 
by a 500 Watt compact xenon arc lamp filtered through high-pass wavelength filters with 
cut-off wavelength as indicated. 

The actinic wavelength range is a serious consideration when selecting the 

transparent conductive oxide upon which the TiOi layer is deposited. Incident radiation 

must pass through the external glass structural member and the conductive oxide before 

reaching the TiOi layer where the chemical reactions take place to U'ansform the radiation 

into chemical and electrical energy for use in the device. For the cell investigated in 

Figure 5.6, the TiOi layer was deposited on Tec 15, a conductive FrSnOa coating on float 

glass with a conductivity of about 15 Q/D. The conductive oxides in common usage 
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today for these applications include FiSnOi and ITO, both of which exhibit a UV cut-off 

in the near UV. 

Figure 5.7 shows the absorption edges for windows glass, the TiOi coating used 

in the device construction, and the two transparent electronic conductors. Because the 

absorption edge of the electronic conductors falls between the absorption of the glass and 

the Ti02 layer, there is an effective loss of incident UV radiation due to the conductor. 

Comparison of this graph with that of Figure 5.6 indicates that the actinic rays are those 

which are transmitted by the electronic conductor and absorbed by the Ti02 layer. The 

identification of a transparent electronic conductor with a UV absorption edge shifted 

sufficiently that the glass limits the light transmitted to the Ti02 layer could potentially 

enhance tne response of the device by a factor of two. 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of UV absorption edges for glass, the Ti02 coating prepared for 
incorporation in these devices, and two common transparent electronic conductors. 

5.6 Dependence on Radiation Intensity 

The intensity of the incident radiation is reflected in the kinetics of coloration for 

the UCPC cells. Between the experimental limits of the test equipment of 850 W/m2 and 

2020 W/m2 from the compact xenon arc lamp, there is a monotonic increase in the 

coloration kinetics with no overt signs of saturation, as shown in Figure 5.8. While the 
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kinetics of the process are affected by the intensity of the incident radiation, the ultimate 

depth of coloration reached is not. 

Coloration Kinetics for 

UCPC Cell Exposed to Various Solar Intensities 

—A—840 W-m" 

—0—1000 W*m' 

—V—1330 W*m' 

1700 W*m' 

—o—2020 W*m' 

0) 50 

Time (minutes) 

Figure 5.8: Coloration kinetics for a UCPC cell colored by shorting the device leads in 
the presence of irradiation from a xenon solar simulator of the indicated intensity. 
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5.7 Effect of Non-Uniform Radiation 

The variation in kinetics due to radiation intensity is, however, manifested in 

another property which can be considered either a feature or a drawback depending on 

the application. The kinetics for any local area of the device is dependent on the local 

radiation intensity, and the developed coloration for any one region of the device is 

proportional to the wavelength dependent integrated irradiant flux on that area. The 

result is a "photograph" representing the local exposure. If a shadow falls across the 

system during coloration, that portion in the shadow will develop color more slowly than 

the portion receiving direct illumination, resulting in uneven coloration. An example of 

the regional selectivity is shown in Figure 5.9 which shows a controllable photochromic 

cell colored in one case by even illumination and in the other case by uneven illumination 

created by covering a portion of the cell with black masking tape during coloration. The 

uneven coloration produced in this manner is relatively stable and does not bleed 

significantly over the course of several days. The bleaching of the cell after non-uniform 

exposure results in uniform bleaching as shown also in Figure 5.9, and subsequent 

coloration does not appear to be affected by previous non-uniformity. 
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(a) 

(c) 

Figure 5.9: Controllable photochrornic device before coloration (a) and after coloring by 
uniform exposure to radiation (b). When colored under non-uniform radiation produced 
by covering the lower right half of the device by electrical tape, the device develops a 
non-uniform coloration representative of the exposure to incident radiation (c). 
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6. MECHANISTICS 

6.1 Introduction 

The proposed operation of user-controlled photochromic devices presented in 

Chapter 2 is a simplified view of the actual mechanisms at work. The details of the 

conversion of radiant energy into electrical and chemical energy through the radiation 

sensitive electrode is complex and results from a number of interactions. Additionally, it 

is not possible to separate the operation of the device as a whole into independent 

operations occurring at separate electrodes. Conceptually, the radiation sensitive 

electrode could be considered to function as a solar cell, and the chromogenic electrode 

could be considered in the context of an electrochromic device. In practice, however, the 

operation of the electrodes is interconnected. For example, the products formed at one 

electrode may be used at the other electrode, and potentials generated at one electrode 

may bias the other electrode and the resultant reactions occurring there. 

The aim of this chapter is the elucidation of the mechanisms responsible for the 

operation of the device. The mechanisms related here are the result of numerous 

experiments which may not appear at first to be related. However, the experiments will 

be described in a logical progression ultimately leading to the proposal of a set of 

reactions responsible for the operation of the device during coloration and bleaching. 
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6.2 Photochromic Coloration of WO3 

While the focus of this thesis is the exploration of user-controlled photochromic 

devices, the focus of this section is the photochromic nature of the chromogenic electrode 

in contact with the electrolyte. The interaction between these components is sufficient to 

provide coloration in the presence of solar illumination, and devices of this type can 

follow the general constructions shown schematically in Figure 6.1. Because this device 

does not allow for the application of applied potentials, it is necessarily not user-

controlled; but the exploration of this type of device is useful in the identification of 

mechanisms in operation within the user-controllable photochromic system. 

Additionally, an extension to this system will be used for the further exploration of 

controllable systems in following sections. 
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Figure 6.1; Schematic diagram of photochromic cell configuration. 
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Cells were constructed in the manner prescribed for the user-controlled 

photochromic devices with the exception of the radiation sensitive electrode which was 

replaced by either a glass substrate or a chromogenic electrode. Illumination of the 

constructed cells leads to a degree of coloration upon extended exposure which was 

monitored either at intervals during the coloration or continuously in the manner 

described previously for the user-controlled photochromic devices. The behavior was 

monitored for various electrolyte compositions which represented the possible 

combinations of liquid electrolyte which could be prepared from the standard UCPC 

device electrolyte. 

a 

Cells were prepared as shown in Figure 6.1 A which contained a 4700A WO3 film 

deposited on Tec 15 as the chromogenic electrode and a glass substrate forming the other 

face of the cell. The 210|iim cell gap was filled with electrolyte, and the fill holes were 

sealed with a UV curable epoxy. The coloration of the cells exposed to illumination from 

the 500W compact xenon arc lamp from the chromogenic electrode face is shown in 

Figure 6.2 for cells containing each of the electrolytes. Variations in the transmission 

upon initial exposure are primarily due to small variations in cell construction and the 

degree of photochromic coloration which occurred during the UV curing of the epoxy at 

the plug seals. 

While coloration in the system is not as rapid as that found in the user-controlled 

photochromic system, the modulation of transmission achieved is high and occurs in 

times on the order of hours. Such a process cannot be ignored when considering 
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coloration in the user-controlled photochromic cell since the kinetics are less than an 

order of magnitude smaller than the primary mechanism. This coloration does not fade 

with time after removal of the light as does a traditional photochromic material; and 

samples stored in the colored state in the dark do not exhibit a change in transmission 

over a period of several months. 

It is apparent that benzyl alcohol plays a major role in the photochromic response 

in these cells, and that 4-rerr-butylpyridine and the lithium salt do little to hinder the 

kinetics. There is no presupposition that cells colored in this manner rely on the same 

mechanisms involved in coloration of the standard UCPC device. Indeed, coloration of 

UCPC cells involves a substantial flow of electrical current through the external circuit 

which is necessarily not present in the cells just described. However, when the spectra of 

the colored UCPC devices and the photochromic devices just described are compared, 

there is a strong resemblance in the induced absorption which is characteristic of an 

electrochemically colored WO3 film. 
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Figure 6.2: Photochromic coloration of electrolyte I W03 in the presence of illumination 
from a 500W xenon arc lamp. 

To examine further the similarity in the mechanism of coloration between the 

photochromic cells just described and the electrochemical coloration of a wo3 film, a 

series of cells was prepared according to the diagram shown in Figure 6.1B. When 

appropriate materials are chosen for the chromogenic electrodes, devices of this 

construction are sometimes known as rocking-chair or counterelectrode EC cells as 

described in Chapter 1. Charge is shuttled from one electrode to the other through 

application of an external potential causing a change in transmission for each electrode 
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during this shift in charge. Because the device rehes on shifting charge, at least one 

electrode must contain removable charge when it is integrated into the device. In the 

present case, both electrodes are similar WO3 films and exhibit cathodic coloration, and 

the presence of one reduced and one oxidized electrode does not result in coloration and 

bleach. Instead, a colored state is retained. 

While the permanent level of coloration is not useful from a controllable 

chromogenic standpoint, such devices were used to examine the nature of the coloration 

in the photochromic devices described previously. Cells were prepared with opposing 

chromogenic electrodes, and the cell gap was filled with the standard UCPC electrolyte 

containing lithium triflate in benzyl alcohol and 4-rerr-butylpyridine mixed 9:1 by 

volume. The device was colored under conditions analogous to those used for 

photochromic coloration of the cells above. Before and after coloration, the device was 

analyzed in a 2-electrode electrochemical configuration by sweeping the applied voltage 

at a rate of I mV/s. The analysis showed little activity before photochromic coloration 

and showed much greater activity after the coloration. The resulting data for the colored 

device is plotted in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: 2-electrode cyclic voltammogram for a photochromic device constructed as 
shown in Figure 6. IB with WO3 / WO3 electrodes after exposure to 500W xenon lamp 
illumination for 24 hours. Activity for device before UV exposure is not visible on this 
scale. 

As seen in this figure, application of an external potential across the device leads 

results in a substantial current flow. Additionally, the flow of current does not continue 

to increase as the potential level across the device is raised. Rather, a fixed charge is 

transferred through the external circuit during each sweep of the applied voltage. This 

observation is consistent with an electrochemical oxidation and reduction of the 

electrodes characteristic of a rocking-chair system, since a finite amount of charge 
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contained in one electrode is transferred to the other electrode upon a reversal of the 

applied potential. 

In summary, it is possible to induce photochromic coloration in a device 

containing only the WO3 tllm and an electrolyte containing benzyl alcohol, and this 

coloration is consistent with an electrochemical reduction of the electrochromic film. It 

is further possible to shuttle the charge induced in the film through the photochromic 

process into and out of the film in a manner consistent with a double-injection 

mechanism in electrochromic materials. While the kinetics of this coloration process are 

slower than those involved in the primary coloration mechanisms in the UCPC cell, the 

conditions described here exist within the UCPC device; and it is reasonable to assume 

that such processes are also occurring within the UCPC cell. 

6.3 Examination of electrolyte chemistry 

6.3.1 Background 

When examining the UCPC cell in terms of mechanistics, it is the species which 

compensate the redox reactions in the electrochromic layer which are in need of 

exploration. The double-injection model for electrochromic coloration is generally 

accepted, but the redox reactions which must necessarily occur in the ceil to compensate 

the electrochromic redox have not yet been identified in this work. The present section 

addresses this question through careful examination of the electrolyte for redox products 

created and destroyed during the coloration and bleaching of the device. 
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The mechanism proposed earlier in this work described the compensation of the 

electrochemical redox of the electrochromic electrode through the redox of a solution 

species. In the present case, the electrolyte does not contain a classical redox species 

such as a the popular metallocenes or quinones. Rather, it is composed largely of an 

aromatic alcohol with a lesser component being an organic base. While the oxidation of 

aromatic alcohols to form aldehydes and carboxylic acids can be found in the literature, 

and the reduction of the carboxylic acids to aldehydes and alcohols is also known; the 

reversibility of such a system in the manner prescribed for the UCPC device has not been 

previously shown. Therefore, the analysis of this reversibility is of particular interest in 

terms of UCPC lifetime and degradation. 

Examination of the redox products formed during cycling requires high sensitivity 

for those species in the presence of the other electrolyte components. It is possible to 

estimate the quantity of oxidized material formed during coloration of a UCPC device 

from the external current flow during this process. Because the device coloration is 

greatly impeded by electrical isolation of the external electrical leads, it is reasonable to 

assume that the redox in the electrolyte can be largely attributed to the current flow in the 

external leads. It is then possible to calculate the number of moles of oxidation product 

formed during coloration based on the external charge passed. For a 3" x 3" UCPC cell 

colored from 77%T photopic to 18%T photopic, the external charge passed is about 

0.82 Coulombs. The oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde liberates two electrons 
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for each molecule converted, which corresponds to 4.3|Amoles of benzaldehyde produced 

daring the coloration process. 

A suitable method for the accurate quantitative analysis of benzaldehyde at these 

levels was found to be high pressure liquid chromatography, HPLC. The high 

absorbance at 241nm for the aldehyde allowed compositional determination using 

approximately 3 mg of electrolyte. This made it possible to obtain samples from a cell 

without significantly altering the chemical composition of the electrolyte in the device. A 

carrier stream of I: I acetonitrile to dichloromethane was used for all data presented in 

this chapter. This combination provided high solubility and good separation of the 

individual species to be detected in the electrolyte, as shown in Figure 6.4 for the 

standard electrolyte as prepared: 90vol% benzyl alcohol to 10vol% 4-rerr-butylpyridine 

with 0. IM lithium triflate. 

The absolute quantity of benzaldehyde present in the cell was computed through 

manipulation of the HPLC data based on the quantity of benzyl alcohol measured in the 

sample. Because the electrolyte is substantially composed of benzyl alcohol, the 

concentration of benzyl alcohol is not expected to change significantly during cycling of 

the device over the periods investigated in this analysis. Therefore, the quantity of benzyl 

alcohol measured can be directly related to the fraction of electrolyte sampled from the 

cell; and knowing the fraction of the cell electrolyte sampled, it is then possible to relate 

the quantity of benzaldehyde measured in the sample to that which was present in the 
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cell. This procedure was necessary due to the experimental difficulties of accurately 

determining the quantity of electrolyte injected into the HPLC. 
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Figure 6.4: HPLC absorption spectrum at 24lnm for standard UCPC electrolyte. Peaks 
at 3.231 min. (benzaldehyde), 3.781 min. (benzyl alcohol), and 7.929 min. (4-tert-
butylpyridine) are present. 

6.3.2 Experimental 

Samples of electrolyte were taken from cells of various construction and cycling 

history as shown in Table 6.1. The amount of benzaldehyde listed in this table is the total 

quantity as analyzed which would have been present in the 0.70 ml of electrolyte 

contained in the cell. As seen in Sample 1, the electrolyte as prepared contained a readily 

identifiable amount of benzaldehyde. This is a consequence of the impurity level found 

in the anhydrous benzyl alcohol as received (Benzyl alcohol, anhydrous, 99.8% Aldrich 

30,519-7). This level of impurity did not interfere with the analysis, since the levels 
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produced through oxidation of benzyl alcohol in the cell represented a measurable 

increase from this background level. 

Sample 2 represents electrolyte that was injected into a cell which was left on the 

lab bench under ambient conditions for I hour without cycling. Little change was noted 

in the benzaldehyde concentration, and no other peaks were evident in the chromatogram. 

Thus, the stability of the electrolyte in the device in the absence of cycling was 

established. 

Samples 3,4, and 5 represent electrolyte obtained from the UCPC device at 

various stages of coloration and cycling. In particular, Sample 3 shows an elevated 

concentration of benzaldehyde after coloration from 11% to 18% photopic transmission; 

and Sample 4 indicates that the benzaldehyde concentration is diminished when the cell 

is bleached. While not indicated in the table, it should be noted that no further peaks in 

the HPLC trace appeared as the benzaldehyde concentration decreased, and previous 

examination through FTIR did not indicate the formation of new species. These 

observations suggest that the benzaldehyde is converted back to benzyl alcohol during the 

bleaching process, completing a reversible redox couple between benzyl alcohol and 

benzaldehyde. To examine further the reversibility of the process, electrolyte was taken 

from a cell that was cycled 60 times from 77% to 18% photopic transmission where 

bleaching was effected through an external potential of I.2V for 4 minutes during each 

cycle. By performing multiple cycles on the system, irreversibility in the benzyl alcohol / 

benzaldehyde redox would be more pronounced since reaction products that were not 
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fully reversible would accumulate; however, the accumulation of benzaldehyde did not 

occur. Rather, there was a decrease in the concentration of benzaldehyde below that 

which was originally introduced into the system through impurity in the benzyl alcohol. 

Coloration of the cell represented by Sample 3 produced 0.82 Coulombs of charge 

passed through the external leads. As indicated previously, this corresponds to the 

production of 4.3nmoles of benzaldehyde. Such an increase in benzaldehyde 

concentration would have resulted in B.Snmoles present in the electrolyte once the initial 

4.5(Amoles are considered rather than the 8.4|Amoles which were measured. However, 

while the measurements were precise to two significant figures, the calibration constant 

was only determined to be within ±10%. Thus the increase in benzaldehyde 

concentration observed as 3.9nmoles is within experimental error of the 4.3|amoles which 

was predicted. Another explanation for this result could be the formation of reaction 

byproducts other than benzaldehyde; however, the present technique did not detect such a 

change. 

6.3.3 Variation in Bleaching Behavior Resulting from Electrolyte Changes 

Further insight into the mechanistics of UCPC devices was gained through 

manipulation of the electrolyte chemistry during cycling. Using the knowledge gained 

from the HPLC analysis of the electrolyte, one might be tempted to consider the case 

closed. The redox of the electrochromic layer is compensated by the redox of the benzyl 
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alcohol / benzaldehyde couple. However, a set of observations during the HPLC analysis 

showed that this was not the whole story. 

The removal of electrolyte samples from devices necessitated the removal of a 

plug seal, removal of a small volume of electrolyte, often replacing the 2 to 3 mg of 

electrolyte that was removed with freshly prepared electrolyte, and replacing the plug 

seal. When this procedure was carried out on a colored cell, it was found that a very 

small region around the plug seal did not bleach completely. This was contrary to the 

uniform bleaching that was observed for the remainder of the cell. 

Further investigation of this phenomenon was accomplished by flushing the 

electrolyte from colored UCPC cells and replacing that electrolyte with fresh solution. 

The feasibility of this technique was demonstrated by flushing the electrolyte from a 

colored celled and replacing it with electrolyte obtained from similarly colored cells. The 

bleaching and coloration characteristics of this cell were unchanged upon replacement of 

the electrolyte. 

Figure 6.5 shows the bleaching behavior for cells prepared as described above. 

Upon coloration of standard UCPC cells to 18% photopic transmission, the electrolyte 

was flushed from the cell and replaced with the electrolyte indicated in the figure. 

Bleaching of the cell yielded only a limited increase in transmission for both the standard 

electrolyte and electrolyte containing an elevated benzaldehyde concentration. In 

contrast to this behavior, addition of small concentrations of benzoic acid to the 

electrolyte, introduced into the cell in the previously described manner, allowed complete 
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bleaching with kinetics similar to those of cells cycled without electrolyte exchange. 

While the presence of benzoic acid was not observed in the previous electrolyte analysis, 

the formation of this component is not entirely unexpected based on the reported 

behavior of the electrochemical oxidation of aromatic alcohols. The dependence of the 

bleaching process on the presence of benzoic acid can be rationalized in terms of ion 

transport in the device as discussed in the following section. 
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Figure 6.5: Bleaching behavior of UCPC cells flushed with the indicated electrolytes 
after coloration. Bleaching occurred under 1.2V applied potential under 500W xenon 
illumination. 
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6.4 Mechanistic Model 

The mechanistics involved in the operation of the UCPC device represent a level 

of complexity beyond that of a typical electrochromic device. As seen through the 

previous discussion, there are a number of reactions occurring simultaneously in the 

system which are responsible for the coloration and bleaching. By Integrating the results 

from various experiments, it is possible to create a model for the reactions and gain 

insight into the internal operation of the device. 

The initial experiments on the photochromic reaction at the electrochromic solid 

WO3 / liquid interface exposed one of the underlying phenomena in the system. Upon 

exposure of the benzyl alcohol / WO3 interface to radiation, a coloration similar to that of 

electrochemically colored WO3 appeared. Additionally, the colored WO3 films behave as 

if they were electrochemically colored, viz. a charge can be extracted from the film and 

inserted into another electrochromic film in a manner consistent with the double-injection 

of cations and electrons. Further, the photochromism was accompanied by the 

conversion of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde. A mechanism can be suggested which is 

consistent with this behavior, and it is shown schematically in Figure 6.6. The oxidation 

of the alcohol at the oxide / electrolyte interface liberates two protons and two electrons 

which are intercalated into the electrochromic layer. The resulting benzaldehyde is a 

stable oxidation product exhibiting litde propensity to convert back to the alcohol in the 

absence of an applied potential. Therefore, this configuration is stable and yields a 

colored WO3 that maintains the level of coloration in the absence of external influence. 
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Figure 6.6: Schematic representation of photochromic mechanism at the 
electrolyte/electrochromic interface in the presence of radiation 

The conditions for the photochromic coloration of WO3 in the presence of the 

electrolyte and incident radiation are present within the UCPC device as well, and 

evidence of the process is found during exposure of the device to illumination with the 

leads electrically isolated. As indicated previously in Section 5.2, there is a finite rate of 

coloration of the system in the absence of conduction through the external leads. The 

coloration rate is similar to that observed for the photochromic cells when the UCPC 

device is exposed from the back (radiation incident on the WO3 face of the device). 

Exposure of the UCPC cell from the TiOi face with the leads electrically isolated exhibits 

a slower coloration presumably due to the decreased intensity of UV wavelengths 

transmitted to the WO3 / electrolyte interface through the TiOj layer. 
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Coloration and bleaching in the UCPC device can be considered as an extension 

to the mechanistics involved in the photochromic system just described. The process 

appears to involve similar chemistry since the changes in the electrolyte are similar for 

those compounds investigated. However, the major distinction is the flow of charge 

external to the system between the TiO: and WO3 electrodes through which the primary 

coloration mechanism can be controlled in the UCPC system. Any mechanistic model 

for the UCPC device must incorporate the external charge flow. For coloration in the 

UCPC system, the mechanism proposed is diagrammed in Figure 6.7. It should be noted 

that the photochromic coloration of the WO3 film is occurring simultaneously with the 

process diagrammed; however, it is not included in order to reduce the complexity of the 

diagram. 
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Figure 6.7; Proposed mechanism for coloration in the UCPC device. The photoinduced 
oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde liberates the electrons and protons necessary 
for coloration of the WO3 film. Electrons are transported to the WO3 film through the 
external circuit, and protons are transported by electrolytic conductance through the 
electrolyte. 

The production of protons and electrons in this mechanism occurs at the interface 

between the electrolyte and the TiOi tllm; however, those protons must then be 

transported to the WO3 film along with the liberated electrons to produce coloration in 

the chromogenic electrode. Transport of the electrons is simply a matter of electronic 

conduction through the external device leads. Transport of the protons requires 

conduction through the electrolyte which should be relatively easy due to the ionic 

conductivity introduced through the addition of salt in the standard electrolyte. 
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Ionic conduction of the liberated can occur by cation hopping among the 

anions in the electrolyte. One implication of this mechanism is that the initial coloration 

of the WO3 film occurs due to the double-insertion of Li^ and electrons. As the 

coloration process continues, the concentration of FT increases in the electrolyte, and 

eventually the insertion involves tT along with Li"^. Both of these cations insert into the 

WO3 of these samples with relative ease, although the insertion of is somewhat easier 

than the insertion of Li"^. The net result is a WO3 layer containing both Ft" and Li^ and an 

electrolyte containing Anion' and Li"^Anion" along with the initial electrolyte 

components and benzaldehyde. This mechanism is consistent with the observed findings. 

The bleaching process in the UCPC device appears more complicated than the 

coloration process as indicated from the experiments involving exchange of electrolyte 

from colored devices. As discussed previously and shown in Figure 6.5, replacement of 

the electrolyte in a colored device with freshly prepared solution (O.IM lithium triflate in 

9:1 by volume benzyl alcohol: benzaldehyde) affects the subsequent bleach of that 

device. The substitution with a fresh electrolyte or electrolyte with an elevated 

concentration of benzaldehyde limits both the kinetics and extent of bleaching. One 

explanation for this behavior is the removal of from the electrolyte, which represents a 

fraction of the total fT" generated during the coloration cycle. Following exchange of the 

electrolyte, the WO3 film contains all of the e" produced through the oxidation of benzyl 

alcohol and an equal number of cations comprised of a fraction of the generated 
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through the oxidation with the remainder of the e" compensated through Li^ inserted from 

the electrolyte. 

Complete bleaching of the WO3 film requires the removal of all inserted cations, 

Li^ and and electrons. The electrochemical oxidation of the electrochromic film is 

balanced through the reduction of benzaldehyde back to benzyl alcohol which requires 

addition of 2 and 2 e" per molecule converted. However, replacement of the 

electrolyte with fresh solution results in an imbalance in number between the e' to be 

removed from the electrochromic film and the H*" contained in the system. This situation 

would limit the extent of electrochemical reduction of benzaldehyde and thus also the 

extent of bleaching observed. 

When the colored device is flushed with an electrolyte containing benzoic acid, 

full and rapid bleaching is observed. Not only does the system exhibit a complete bleach, 

but the kinetics of the bleaching process and current transferred through the external 

circuit return to the form observed for the standard device cycled without electrolyte 

exchange. Such coincident behavior suggests that the processes occurring in the two 

instances are the same and that benzoic acid is an active component during the bleaching 

cycle for both cases. However, the benzoic acid itself must not be reduced to an 

appreciable extent since the charge passed during bleaching corresponds well with the 

change in concentration of benzaldehyde. The benzoic acid acts only to facilitate the 

conversion of benzaldehyde back to benzyl alcohol. In light of the previous hypothesis 

that incomplete bleaching of the device is due to limited reduction of benzaldehyde 
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caused by a deficiency of FT", a suggested role of the benzoic acid is the liberation of FT 

which is then used in the benzaidehyde reduction. 

Production of benzoic acid during the oxidation of benzyl alcohol or 

benzaidehyde is not unexpected. Such products are often formed electrochemically 

during the oxidation of alcohols. The oxidation of benzaidehyde liberates Ef^ and e" just 

as in the case of the oxidation of benzyl alcohol which can be employed in the coloration 

of the WO3 film. However, if the benzoic acid is not reduced back to the aldehyde or 

alcohol, those and e", upon removal from the WO3 film, must then be compensated 

through a further reduction of benzaidehyde to benzyl alcohol. The net result of this 

process would be a gradual decrease in the aldehyde concentration with cycling. This is 

possible due to the impurity aldehyde present in the electrolyte as prepared. Such a 

decrease in concentration is observed in the system as seen from Sample 5 in Table 6.1. 

The mechanisms presented here for the operation of UCPC devices are consistent 

with all of the observations and analysis carried out. However, there are aspects of the 

mechanisms which have been proposed through indirect evidence. Further study of the 

components and the individual mechanisms should be made to verify these suggestions. 

This model does, however, provide a convenient framework for the further investigation 

of these devices. 
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Table 6.1: Description and chemical analysis for electrolyte samples 

Sample # Electrolyte history Benzaldehyde in Cell 
fimoles 

1 As prepared 4.5 

2 Removed from UCPC device 
after 1 hour (no cycling) 

4.6 

3 UCPC cell colored from 
77%T to 18%T under xenon 
illumination 

8.4 

4 UCPC cell colored from \ f 
77%T to 18%T and bleached 
to 77%T at 1.2 V under 
xenon illumination 

5.0 

5 UCPC cell cycled from 77% \ r 
to 18% and bleach for 4 min 
60 times 

2.5 

6 UCPC cell colored from \ 
77%T for 60 minutes \ 

8.6 

7 UCPC cell colored from 
77%T for 18hr45min 

16hr45min 

V 

8.3 

8 Photochromic coloring of V i6hr45min 
cell of configuration shown \ 
in Figure 6.1 A for 
16hr 45min 

10.5 
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7. DEGRADATION 

7.1 Introduction 

The phenomenology of the degradation process in the UCPC device was 

described briefly in Chapters 3 and 6. It is characterized by two processes. The first is a 

decrease in the kinetics of coloration, as was shown in Figure 3.6. The second is the 

generation of gas after extended cycling, which eventually creates enough pressure within 

the cell to cause failure of the seals with a resultant loss of electrolyte. It is the goal of 

this chapter to elucidate the origin of this degradation through the examination of the 

individual components of the device. 

The components of the UCPC device were analyzed by preparing a set of test 

cells, some of which were cycled to the point of pronounced degradation without 

mechanical failure of the seals. Identification of changes occurring within the device was 

accomplished by comparison of the properties of cell components which had not 

undergone cycling to those of cells which had been cycled. 

7.2 Examination of the Electrolyte 

Electrolyte samples obtained from UCPC devices of various construction and 

cycling history were examined by HPLC and electrolyte exchange as detailed in 

Chapter 6. These results revealed the conversion of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde in a 

reversible manner and suggested the possible formation of benzoic acid. Those results 

were interpreted in terms of the mechanisms occurring in the UCPC device. In this 
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section, the role of changes in electrolyte chemistry will be correlated with degradation in 

the cell. 

The presence of benzoic acid was inferred in Chapter 6 through variations in 

bleaching behavior resulting from additions of benzoic acid to the electrolyte. It was not 

possible to identify the concentration of benzoic acid with the column and solvent 

systems available on the HPLC. Therefore, FTIR was used as an additional tool to 

analyze compositional changes occurring upon extended cycling of the UCPC devices. 

For FTIR analysis, devices were prepared in the standard manner and construction 

of UCPC cells described previously. The 210|j,m cell gap was filled by injection of 

0.70ml of standard electrolyte (90 vol.% benzyl alcohol, 10 vol.% 4-re'rr-butylpyridine, 

and 0.01M lithium trifluoromethanesuifonate). The cells were then cycled under xenon 

lamp illumination by coloring for 13 minutes with leads shorted and bleaching to 65% 

photopic transmission by application of 1.2V. The cells were cycled to the point of 

moderate (400 cycles) and extended (1300 cycles) degradation. 

Samples of electrolyte were obtained from the cycled cells in the colored state by 

rupturing the main seal of the cell in a nitrogen filled glove box and draining the 

electrolyte into an air-tight glass vial. A sample of the electrolyte was then transferred 

from the vial to the spectrometer analysis chamber by a glass capillary tube. In the 

spectrometer, the sample was sandwiched between plates of sodium chloride, and the 

chamber was purged with nitrogen for 5 minutes before taking the spectra at 2 cm*' 

intervals from 400 to 4000 cm"'. 
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The FTIR spectra for the electrolyte at the two stages of degradation are 

illustrated in Figure 7.1, and the primary differences occurring around 1700 cm ' for 

these spectra are highlighted in Figure 7.2. For comparison, several electrolyte 

compositions were prepared which were modified by addition of benzaldehyde and 

benzoic acid, components known to form through the electrochemical oxidation of benzyl 

alcohol. The characteristic peak positions falling in the region of interest were 

determined to be 1700cm'' for benzaldehyde and 1717cm ' for benzoic acid. Peak area 

correlation between the electrolyte samples removed from cycled UCPC cells and the 

electrolytes prepared with the benzyl alcohol oxidation products was used to determine 

approximate concentrations for these components. For the case of intermediate 

degradation, there was approximately 0.15 wt% benzaldehyde and no detectable benzoic 

acid; and for the case of extensive degradation, there was approximately 0.5mol% ( based 

on benzyl alcohol) benzoic acid in addition to 0.15 wt% benzaldehyde. The measured 

benzaldehyde concentration corresponds to approximately 10|imoles of benzaldehyde per 

0.70ml of electrolyte which compares favorably with the values reported earlier for the 

UPLC results. 
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Figure 7.1: FTIR spectra of electrolyte sampled from UCPC cells freshly prepared, after 
moderate degradation, and after extensive degradation 
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Figure 7.2: Magnification of the region of interest for the spectra shown in Figure 7.1. 
The peaks around 1700cm ' indicate the presence of the carbonyl of benzaldehyde and 
benzoic acid formed during the course of device degradation. 

The impact of these byproducts on the performance of the cells was determined 

through the fabrication of cells containing electrolytes prepared with compositions 

similar to that found in degraded cells. The resulting impact is indicated in Figure 7.3 

which indicates that the icinetics of cells containing the additional electrolyte components 

do not exhibit the degree of degradation observed in extensively cycled devices. 

Variations in the kinetics and performance of the cells shown in this figure are consistent 

with the reproducibility of cells of the time and are not necessarily indicative of changes 

due to the electrolyte. 
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Figure 7.3: Effect of addition of benzaldehyde and benzoic acid to the electrolyte of a 
fresh UCPC cell. The kinetics for a fresh cell and a cell degraded significantly through 
cycling are shown for comparison. 

7.3 Examination of the Electrochromic Film 

7.3.1 Electrochemical Behavior 

The electrochromic film is responsible for the change in transmission observed in 

the UCPC device, and a loss in modulation for the device observed after extended cycling 

could be due to a change in the properties of the film itself. As such, it is necessary to 
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examine the properties of this layer before and after cycling in a UCPC cell to determine 

the extent of change in material properties which accompany degradation of the device. 

A standard UCPC cell was prepared according to the procedure outlined 

previously. The electrochromic film incorporated into the device was a 4700A thick 

WO3 film on single strength Tecl5. A single sheet of the WO3 electrode was cut into two 

3"x3" pieces which were constructed into UCPC devices. The cell referred to as fresh in 

further discussion was stored in a dark drawer while the other cell was cycled 500 times 

under xenon arc lamp illumination until pronounced degradation was observed. After 

degradation was observed, the WO3 electrode was removed from both the cycled and 

stored devices, rinsed in benzyl alcohol, and dried under a stream of nitrogen. The 

electrodes were then prepared for electrochemical analysis by cutting to shape, soldering 

an electrical lead to the conductive oxide layer, and masking the electrode such that only 

a r'xl" area of the electrode would be in contact with electrolyte in the electrochemical 

cell. 

Each electrochromic electrode was cycled in a standard 3-electrode 

electrochemical arrangement as follows. The electrochromic electrode was inserted into 

a bath of O.IM LiC104 in propylene carbonate opposing a platinum flag as the counter 

electrode. The potential of the electrochromic film was then swept at 20mV/s between 

1.2 volts reducing the EC electrode and 1.2 volts oxidizing the EC electrode. All 

potentials were measured with respect to a Ag/AgNOs non-aqueous reference electrode. 

The results for the fresh and cycled electrodes are shown in Figure 7.4. 
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Figure 7.4: Cyclic voltammograms obtained in a 3-electrode cell for a WO3 film 
removed from a fresh cell and a WO3 film removed from a cell after cycling in a UCPC 
device which exhibited significant degradation. 

The electrochemical behavior of the EC films removed from fresh and cycled 

cells appears similar in Figure 7.4. Integration of the charge inserted and removed from 

the layer during cycling indicates an increase in charge capacity for the film after cycling 

in the device. This behavior is not unexpected since devices prepared with this EC layer 

often exhibit an increase in capacity during initial cycling before a stable value is 

reached. The reduction peak also lies at the approximately the same electrochemical 

potential before and after cycling. In sum, the electrochemical performance as measured 
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through the intercalation and de-intercalation of lithium appears to have changed little 

during the degradation of the UCPC device. 

7.3.2 Coloration Efficiency Based on External Current Flow 

Although the electrochemical insertion/de-insertion of lithium with respect to the 

electrochromic electrode appears to remain relatively constant during the degradation of 

the device, the coloration efficiency of the layer must also be examined. The operation of 

a UCPC device depends on the flow of current through the external leads for coloration. 

As related previously, the coloration of the system is greatly impeded if the external leads 

are not electrically connected. This relation between coloration of the system and the 

external current flow can be reduced to an expression for the coloration efficiency of a 

UCPC device which can, in turn, be used to examine the degradation process within the 

device. 

The transmission of an optical system depends on the absorption, reflection, and 

scattering of light. For the UCPC device, the modulation of radiation is primarily 

associated with absorption of radiation; and scattering and reflection are relatively 

constant. Thus a relation for the attenuation of radiation due to each layer of the cell can 

be written as follows: 

/ = Eq. 7.3.1 

where a is the extinction coefficient and x is the thickness for each layer i. Because the 

modulation of the system is dependent primarily on the electrochromic layer for 
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coloration, it is convenient to rearrange the device layers as shown in Figure 7.5. This 

arrangement results in an initial material stack which exhibits a relatively constant 

absorbance and a second stack, containing the electrochromic layer, which changes 

transmission on cycling. Applying the above relation to this device configuration, an 

expression for the radiation intensities /, and can be obtained: 

' " Eq. 7.3.2 

measured I 

The extinction coefficients and thicknesses are relatively constant in the expression for Ii, 

and thus Ij will represent a fixed proportion of lo regardless of the coloration state of the 

device. The thickness of the WO3 layer will also be considered as constant which leads 

to the following expression for the intensity measured during cycling of the device. 

/  = k - l  
^ Eq. 7.3.3 

where k — a'"''" ''''" 

Measurement of the transmission of the device at a given level of coloration is, therefore, 

a determination of the product /t e. Further, by rearranging Eq. 7.3.3 and taking 

the In of both sides, we obtain: 

Inr = Eq. 7.3.4 
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Figure 7.5: Arrangement of UCPC device layers used for the derivation of coloration 
efficiency. 

The objective of this exploration was to determine the coloration efficiency of the 

device based on the current flow through the external leads. As charge is passed through 

the device leads, the transmission is changed; and if the flow of current is halted, the 

transmission remains constant. The notion that the transmission of the device is 

dependent on the amount of charge passed through the leads can be inserted into the 

above relation by introducing an efficiency coefficient, ti- This coefficient is defined to 

be a proportionality between the absorbance of the electrochromic WO3 film and the 

charge passed through the device leads. 

-Vo,«to3= V • InjectedCharge Eq. 7.3.5 

There are, at this point, no restrictions placed on ri; it is simply a factor relating the 

injected charge to the absorbance of the Him. 
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By combining Eq. 7.3.4 and Eq. 7.3.5, we obtain a relation between the device 

transmission and the charge injected, C: 

By considering two points during the coloration of a cell separated by a small change in 

the injected charge, an expression for r) at a given level of device coloration can be 

obtained. Denoting the two states, a and b, through superscripts and subtracting the 

equations, the following expression for the coloration efficiency between these points is 

obtained: 

The charge in the above relation is the integral of the experimentally measured 

current with respect to time, and thus it can be recast as: 

where j(t) is the current flowing between the leads of the device. By considering a small 

increment of time. At, rj can be expressed in terms of the experimentally measured 

parameters of transmission, current, and time. 

InT =  \ n k - T ] C  Eq. 7.3.6 

Eq. 7.3.7 

Eq. 7.3.8 
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A cell of standard construction was prepared and cycled to obtain the 

transmission, time, and current during coloration for the initial cycles, cycles after 

moderate degradation in performance, and cycles after extensive degradation of the cell 

had occurred. The transmission of the device for the cycles considered here is shown in 

Figure 7.6, and the efficiency factor as calculated through Eq. 7.3.9 for the same cycles is 

plotted in Figure 7. 7. 
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Figure 7.6: Kinetics of coloration and bleaching for a UCPC cell undergoing degradation 
during cycling 
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Figure 7.7: Coloration efficiency, 11, calculated for the UCPC device cycles presented in 
Figure 7.6. 

As seen in Figure 7. 7, the coloration efficiency as a function of the transmission 

remains relatively unchanged despite the substantial degradation seen in the kinetics. 

This result suggests that the performance of the electrochromic film, as measured by the 

absorbance of the film for a given injection of charge, is not significantly degraded 

despite the change in the kinetics observed on cycling. This is turn suggests that the 

degradation of the device as a whole is not due to changes occurring in the 

electrochromic layer. 
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7.4 Radiation Sensitive Electrode 

Although changes in the electrolyte composition were observed for the UCPC 

device as a result of cycling, the magnitude of the change suggests that other processes 

are primarily responsible for the reduced kinetics observed after degradation. Samples 

containing electrolytes prepared to be compositionally similar to those found in degraded 

cells did not reproduce the degradation in freshly prepared cells. The electrochromic 

electrode removed from degraded cells exhibited electrochemical and optical properties 

similar to freshly prepared samples. Such findings suggest that the primary source of 

degradation stems from changes in the radiation sensitive electrode; and the remainder of 

this chapter focuses on the changes occurring in the TiOi electrode in relation to the gas 

evolution and reduced kinetics that are characteristic of the degradation process. 

7.4.1 Gas Generation 

The production of a gas bubble within the device after extended cycling is a 

general phenomenon observed for the UCPC devices of the composition and construction 

detailed in Chapter 4. The onset of bubble formation is dependent on the specific device; 

and cells prepared and cycled under similar laboratory conditions may exhibit the onset 

of bubble formation after cycling times which vary by as much as 500%. Despite this 

variation, it is possible to characterize the phenomenon, as it is the rapid formation of a 

bubble followed by continued growth with associated pressure which ultimately 

precipitates failure of the seal at the edge of the device. 
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The composition of a typical gas bubble was analyzed by gas chromatography. A 

UCPC cell was prepared in the standard configuration with the exception of the cell gap 

which was TSO^im. After extended cycling under xenon arc lamp illumination and the 

resultant formation of a gas bubble, the cell was scribed along one comer and ruptured to 

provide access to the electrolyte. A needle was inserted through the electrolyte and into 

the bubble which was drawn into a gas-tight syringe for subsequent analysis. The 

composition of the gas was determined to be a mixture of Hi and O2 in a ratio of 

approximately 1:4. Due to the larger diffusion coefficient of hydrogen than oxygen 

through the epoxy seal of the cell and the length of time required to generate and sample 

the gas, this compositional analysis may not be an accurate representation of the ratio for 

the gas that is generated. However, it can be noted that both hydrogen and oxygen are 

generated within the cell during cycling. 

The formation of gas within a UCPC device is dependent on the quality of the 

TiOi electrode. This observation was explored through the production of a set of 

electrodes which were scratched with a razor blade five times to produce thin grooves 

through the Ti02 layer and expose the underlying transparent conductor, FrSnOi. 

Cycling of these cells under standard conditions resulted in bubble formation much more 

quickly than a set of cells prepared with TiOi electrodes which were not scratched. 

The early onset of bubble formation in the cycled devices with a scratched TiOi 

layer can be viewed as a combination of gas production which is dissolved in the 

electrolyte followed by nucleation of a gas bubble. Because the bubble is formed rapidly 
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rather than gradually, it is possible that the nucleation of the gas bubble governs the 

timing of formation rather than increased generation of gas within the cell. If nucleation 

were the critical factor, the scratches prepared in the TiOi layer could lead to the 

formation of preferential nucleation sites causing the earlier onset of observed gas in the 

device. It is also possible that exposure of the underlying conductive oxide layer results 

in a greater production of gas which later nucleates. Either mechanism would lead to the 

observed result for the cells with scratched Ti02 layers. 

Additional insight into the generation of gas comes from another set of 

photochromic devices which operate on a principle somewhat different from the cells 

described previously. These cells follow the general construction according to the 

standard preparation of UCPC cells with the exception that the Ti02 layer was not 

present. These cells are discussed in greater detail in Appendix B; and it is sufficient for 

this discussion to note that the bleach process is similar to that of a standard UCPC 

device with the exception of those reactions occurring at the TiOi interfaces. In this 

manner, it is possible to separate phenomena created through the exposure of the 

transparent conductor from the creation of gas nucleation sites in the TiOi grooves. 

Coloration of this device was performed under illumination from the compact 

xenon arc lamp with the leads shorted, and bleaching was effected through application of 

1.2 volts between the device leads. Bleaching of the device from a transmission level of 

20% to 65% was achieved in about 8 minutes which was accompanied by visible 

generation of gas by the second cycle. The generation of gas at an accelerated rate by 
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devices of this construction suggests that at least part of the gas generation observed in a 

UCPC device is due to reactions occurring at the electrolyte/conductive oxide interface 

during the bleach process. 

7.4.2 Reduction in Coloration Kinetics 

While the production of gas pressure within the cell with the resultant failure of 

the seals leads to the mechanical failure of the device, the gradual reduction in the 

kinetics of coloration preceding this failure is also indicative of degradation occurring in 

the device. The limited changes occurring in the electrochromic electrode and electrolyte 

suggest that the decreased coloration rate of the system is also due to changes in the Ti02 

electrode. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the driving force for coloration is the conversion of 

energy from the incident radiation into electrical and chemical energy. The role of the 

Ti02 layer can be further identified in that the electrons produced through photoexcitation 

of the TiOa layer are transferred through the external leads of the device. The resultant 

holes must then be compensated at the TiOi layer through the electrochemical reduction 

of another component. In the present system, it is the photoelectrochemical oxidation of 

the electrolyte which is responsible for compensating the holes. 

The photoelectrochemical behavior of the TiO? electrode was examined through 

electrochemical measurement in a 3-electrode cell under illumination from a tungsten 

filament lamp. A diagram of the cell configuration is shown in Figure 7.8. The 

electrolyte used in the electrochemical cell was the standard electrolyte employed in the 
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preparation of UCPC cells, and the counter electrode was a platinum flag. AH potentials 

were measured and applied with respect to a Ag/AgNOs non-aqueous reference electrode. 

Incident 
Radiation 

n 
1 

^ Reference Electrode 

Platinum Flag 
TiOa Electrode 

• Quartz Window 

Figure 7.8: 3-electrode electrochemical cell for measurement of photoelectrochemical 
activity of TiO: films. 

This configuration can be considered as an analog to the TiOi electrode in the 

UCPC cell. Irradiation of the TiOi electrode results in the formation of electron-hole 

pairs. The electrons are removed from the conductive oxide layer through the 

electrochemical analyzer and returned to the electrolyte through the counter electrode. 

The holes can be compensated through oxidation of the electrolyte at the Ti02/electrolyte 

interface. 

UCPC devices were prepared in the standard configuration and either cycled to 

produce degradation or stored in a dark drawer. A sample of the TiOi electrode was 
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removed from both cycled and stored cells for testing in the above described 

electrochemical configuration. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 7.9 for a 

fresh TiOi electrode and an electrode removed from a UCPC device after 200 cycles. In 

the electrochemical cell configuration, there is an observed decrease in photocurrent of 

approximately 50% for the electrode removed from the degraded devices compared to 

electrodes removed from stored devices. Similar measurements on electrodes removed 

from devices after 1000 cycles or more displayed reductions in photocurrent greater than 

75% in some cases. 
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Figure 7.9: Cyclic voltammograms during illumination for Ti02 electrodes removed 
from fresh and cycled UCPC cells. Photocurrent production was reduced by 
approximately 50% for the electrode removed from the degraded device. 

The impact of a 50% reduction in photocurrent from the Ti02 electrode can be 

estimated based on the efficiency curves developed earlier in section 7 .3.2. The 

efficiency data for a given cell transmittance relates a given transference of charge 
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through the external leads to a change in the device transmittance. Through this relation, 

the transmittance for a UCPC device after approximately 200 cycles was calculated based 

on a 50% reduction in current from the initial cycle (approximate reduction observed in 
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photocurrent production after 200 cycles), and the results of this calculation are shown in 

Figure 7.10. While the form of the calculated transmission evolution varies somewhat 

from that of the curve measured for the degraded sample, the calculated values 

correspond well with the magnitude of change observed upon degradation. 
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Figure 7.10: Initial and degraded kinetics for a UCPC device are represented by solid 
curves. The dotted curve shows the predicted kinetics for a cell exhibiting a 50% 
reduction in current based on the initial curve. 
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The origin of the reduced photocurrent exhibited by the TiOi electrodes from 

degraded UCPC devices was further studied through investigation of the TiOi film itself. 

XPS and auger spectroscopy were used to study the surface of the TiOi film and examine 

compositional variation occurring in the film during UCPC device degradation. TiOi 

films were removed from cells cycled approximately 1000 times under standard 

conditions. The films were then rinsed with benzyl alcohol and dried in a stream of dry 

nitrogen before analysis. 

One primary region of interest investigated by XPS analysis was the formation of 

organic deposits on the surface of the titania film. Since the photoelectrochemistry of the 

TiOi electrode is substantially a surface phenomenon, products formed on the TiOi 

surface were likely suspects in the reduction of photocurrent observed in the 

electrochemical analysis described previously. The formation of polymer products 

during the electrochemical oxidation of aromatic alcohols has been observed(69, 70], and 

the presence of carbon and/or nitrogen on the surface of the titania layer would result 

from and indicate the decomposition or polymerization of the organic alcohol or base 

present in the electrolyte. However, as seen in Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12 [C(ls) and 

N(ls)], this does not appear to be the case; the carbon(ls) signal increased only 

approximately 8% after cycling, and the nitrogen signal, while increased, remains barely 

distinguishable from the background. An organic contaminant might be expected to 

reduce photocurrent efficiency by preventing direct contact of electrolyte with the TiOi 

film; however, the enrichment by carbon detected on the cycled electrode surface is 
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relatively small and amounts to only a 1% change in total concentration as determined by 

XPS. This mechanism does not appear to be responsible for the photocurrent reduction 

observed for the degraded electrode. 

Further examination of the TiOi electrode surface by XPS indicates the presence 

of tin at the electrode surface after cycling as shown in Figure 7.13. Because the TiOi 

layer is almost '/i|im thick and is several colloid layers thick, the tin found in the 

conductive oxide layer beneath the TiOi would not be detected by the highly surface 

sensitive XPS technique, as observed for the case of the TiOi electrode before cycling. 

The nature of the tin present in the TiOi electrode was further examined by 

treatment of the electrode surface with nitric acid. It is possible to distinguish metallic tin 

from the tin oxides by treating the surface of the electrode with nitric acid and 

subsequently analyzing the acid for tin. Metallic tin is soluble in concentrated acids such 

as nitric acid, whereas the tin oxides are virtually insoluble. This analysis was carried out 

by dropping nitric acid onto the surface of the electrode to be analyzed and allowing 

contact for two minutes before collection and subsequent analysis for tin. Acid which 

had been placed in contact with virgin Ti02 electrodes or TEC glass did not reveal 

detectable tin; however, tin was found to be present in the acid which was placed in 

contact with the TiOi electrodes removed from degraded cells. Thus at least a portion of 

the tin is present in a metallic form rather than as the oxide. 

The sole source of tin within the UCPC devices examined in this thesis is the 

conductive oxide layer, a fluorine doped tin oxide. This layer is coated with a porous 
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titania layer before assembling into a device; and in this configuration, the tin must 

migrate from the conductive oxide to the surface of the titania film to be detected by 

XPS. 

Tin oxide is relatively stable against dissolution. For the removal of tin oxide 

from spray pyrolysis units used in the deposition of TEC glass, boiling in aqua regia or 

electrochemical reduction in acidic media has been described[7l]. In the latter case, the 

parts of the coater to be cleaned are immersing in an acidic aqueous medium and a 

reducing potential is applied. The effect of the electrochemical treatment is thought to be 

comprised of two processes resulting in the removal of the oxide. The first is the 

reduction of the tin oxide to tin metal which is followed by dissolution of the metallic tin 

in the acidic medium. The second process involves the formation of gas bubbles at the 

interface between the tin oxide and the metal coating part resulting in a gas pocket which 

disrupts the adhesion. Because the high potentials required for the second process do not 

appear to be present in the UCPC device (12V applied in an aqueous system to remove 

F:Sn02 via the cleaning process described above), this process is not believed to be 

occurring in the cell. However, the electroreduction of the oxide to form tin metal might 

reasonably be expected to occur. 

As seen in the case of the alternate controllable photochromic devices. 

Appendix B, there is a highly reducing environment created at the photosensitive 

electrode during the bleaching of the device. The reducing environment is sufficient to 

reduce FTO to indium metal during a single bleach cycle and increase the resistivity of tin 
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oxide after only a few cycles. Although the resistivity of tin metal is much less than that 

of the F:Sn02 (approximately 3 orders of magnitude), the increased resistivity observed 

may be the result of the depletion of tin in the surface layers and the resulting 

modification of the structural and electrical properties. The reduction of the tin oxide to 

tin metal occurs at the interface between the oxide and the electrolyte; however, within 

the UCPC device, the conductive oxide / electrolyte interface is interrupted by the 

Interposition of the titania layer. 

The titania layer may be considered to form a weak barrier due to the highly 

porous nature and may allow penetration of the electrolyte to the FiSnOi surface. As 

described previously, the titania layer is prepared from a colloidal dispersion with a 

narrow particle size distribution and a mean diameter of approximately 30nm. Assuming 

a hard sphere model for the colloids and a close-packing of colloids within the film, the 

2400A thick titania film would be approximately 10 colloid layers thick. The "pores" in 

this type of structure would have a minimum diameter of about 47A (calculated from the 

diameter of a cylinder which would fit in the hole formed from a trigonal coordination of 

30nm spheres). While the path would be tortuous, this type of structure might reasonably 

be expected to allow penetration of the electrolyte through the porous titania layer to the 

tin oxide surface. Contact between the electrolyte and the tin oxide results in a situation 

analogous to the alternate controllable photochromic device in which tin metal is formed 

during device bleaching. 
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The reduction of the oxide at the interface would be expected to degrade the 

adhesion between the titania and transparent conductor, and evidence of this is observed 

in the form of a flaking of the titania from the electrode when removed from the device 

and rinsed with water. Further evidence of a degradation in the tin oxide layer is an 

increase in resistivity of the film after a period of extended cycling in the UCPC device. 

While the resistivity increased from 14Q/n to l9Q/n in one sample which displayed a 

reduction in coloration kinetics of 50%, this increase is modest compared to the large 

reduction in device kinetics. 

The primary issue is the decrease in photocurrent produced by the titania 

electrode after being subjected to extended cycling in a UCPC device. As described 

above, an increase in the resistivity of the tin oxide layer and a reduction in the adhesion 

between the tin oxide and the titania layer are both observed to occur during the 

degradation of the device, and both may impact the photocurrent production. An increase 

in resistivity of the tin oxide layer would lead to voltage drop across the layer and lead to 

degraded kinetics. Likewise, the reduced adhesion between the tin oxide and titania 

layers would increase the interfacial resistance and lead to degraded kinetics. While 

these effects might explain the reduction in coloration kinetics in the system, the results 

are not consistent with the bleaching behavior of the system. Process kinetics limited by 

the increased resistivity in the electrode would be more pronounced for processes 

requiring greater current flow. However, for the UCPC system, current flow during 

bleaching is greater than that produced during coloration, and the bleaching kinetics 
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remain relatively constant throughout the degradation of the cell. Thus an appeal to 

voltage drop due to resistivity does not appear to be substantiated. 

While a degradation of the interface between the transparent conductor and the 

titania layer does not appear to be the direct cause of the reduced photocurrent, an 

indirect result appears to be more probable. The tin detected in the surface layers of the 

titania film must originate in the transparent conductor, and the reduction in photocurrent 

may result not from the degradation in the interface but from the presence of the tin at the 

surface of the titania film. Support for such an assumption comes from work on the 

photocatalytic properties of TiOi. 

Much of the research carried out on the photocatalytic properties of TiOi involves 

the splitting of water for the production of hydrogen and oxygen, but efficient conversion 

is generally not achieved with the use of TiOi powder alone[72, 73]. The low conversion 

efficiencies are generally attributed to a large overpotential for the production of 

hydrogen which limits the rate of conversion; and due to the balance which must be 

maintained between the oxidation and reduction reactions to yield charge neutrality, the 

overall efficiency of production of both hydrogen and oxygen are affected. 

In order to increase the efficiency of water splitting, noble metals, such at 

platinum, are often deposited on the surface of the powders. Photoexcited electrons 

migrate to the metal where they are trapped and ultimately serve in the reduction reaction 

and evolution of hydrogen gas; and the photoexcited holes migrate to other regions of the 

TiOa surface where the oxidation reaction takes place resulting in the evolution of oxygen 
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gas. In some cases, the powder may receive additional sensitization with a photo-

oxidation promoter such as ruthenium oxide to reduce the overpotential for oxygen 

production. Much work has been done on the appropriate surface modification of TiO: 

powders to enhance the photo-reduction and photo-oxidation properties which has been 

detailed in recent reviews[72, 73]. 

In the present case of photosensitive electrodes removed from cycled and 

degraded UCPC cells, analysis has revealed the presence of metallic tin on the surface of 

the Ti02. This configuration might be considered as an analog of the platinum modified 

powders employed in the photocatalysis of water; and in those cases, the presence of the 

metal generally results in improved overall efficiency. In the UCPC device, the presence 

of the tin metal on the surface is associated with a decrease in coloration efficiency and 

photocurrent production which is contrary to the effect observed in the case of the 

platinized TiOi for water splitting. 

The observed differences in effect must be examined with respect to the processes 

occurring for the case of water splitting and UCPC device coloration. For the case of 

water splitting, the oxidation and reduction reactions are occurring at the surface of 

isolated particles suspended in the solution. Thus the extent of the oxidation reaction 

must be balanced with the extent of the reduction reaction to maintain charge neutrality, 

and the increase in reduction kinetics leads to an increase in oxidation kinetics as well. In 

the case of the photosensitive TiOi layer in the UCPC device during coloration, the 

oxidation reaction is occurring on the surface of the TiOi layer, whereas the reduction 
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reaction is occurring at the chromogenic electrode. In this case, the reduction reaction is 

not occurring at the surface of the TiOi electrode; the electrons are transported to a 

separate electrode where the reduction reaction can occur. Therefore, the rate limiting 

reduction reaction on the TiOi surface is replaced with a reduction reaction at the 

chromogenic electrode which is not perceived to be rate limiting. 

If the formation of metal islands on the TiOi surface serves to produce regions 

which favor reduction reactions, the effective surface area devoted to the oxidation 

reactions leading to coloration would be limited. As the surface modification by the 

metal increases, the effective area available for oxidation would decrease, and the 

kinetics of coloration would be reduced. 

For the case of a degraded titania layer removed from a cycled UCPC cell, the 

effective ratio of tin to titanium as detected by XPS was approximately 1:20 which 

represents a substantial modification. Because the metal islands additionally affect the 

electronic structure in a surrounding region, the effective area modified would be more 

substantial than suggested by the atomic ratio alone. 

The effect described is also consistent with the bleaching behavior observed in the 

device during system degradation. While the coloration process involves the oxidation of 

benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde by the photosensitive electrode, the bleaching process 

involves the reduction of benzaldehyde back to benzyl alcohol at the titania / electrolyte 

interface. While the reduction kinetics at the TiOi surface may be accelerated due to the 

modiflcation by tin metal deposits, the bleach rate does not necessarily reflect the 
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increase due to other rate limiting steps. The roughly constant or slightly accelerated 

bleaching kinetics observed during the course of degradation are consistent with this 

scenario. 
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Figure 7.11: XPS spectra focusing on the carbon Is peak obtained from the pre- and 
post-cycled TiOi surface 
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Figure 7.12: XPS spectra of the pre- and post-cycled TiOi surface focusing on the 
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Figure 7.13: XPS spectra of the pre- and post-cycled TiOi surface indicating the presence 
of tin on the post-cycled sample 
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7.5 Summary 

The process of degradation of UCPC devices during cycling appears to be largely 

due to changes associated with the TiOi electrode. While there are changes in electrolyte 

composition and smaller changes in the electrochromic electrode performance, these 

changes do not appear to be responsible for the observed degradation in the performance 

of the devices. Photocurrent production from the TiOi electrode is diminished by more 

than 50% for electrodes removed from degraded devices compared with electrodes 

removed from freshly prepared cells, and comparison of this reduced current with the 

kinetics of coloration for fresh and degraded devices is consistent with the degradation 

observed for the cells. 

The origin of the reduction of photocurrent produced from the TiOi electrode 

appears to be associated with a modification by tin which occurs during device cycling. 

Migration of tin from the transparent conductor to the surface of the titania film was 

observed, and the degradation of the device can be explained in terms of a diminished 

capacity for photooxidation and increased capacity for electrochemical reduction at the 

TiOi surface. This scenario is consistent with the observed coloration and bleaching 

kinetics exhibited during device degradation. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

There is a broad array of technologies available in the field of chromogenics, each 

with their positive attributes and their limitations which have been employed to serve a 

variety of applications. Recently within this field, the emergence of a new technology 

termed the user controllable photochromic promises to combine the desirable attributes 

from several of the available systems. This technology represents a novel approach to 

the control of solar heat gain and adjustable transmission using a combination of 

chromogenic and radiation sensitive technology. Through clever combinations of these 

technologies, systems exhibiting photochromism with a large degree of user control have 

been developed. By harnessing solar energy for coloration, the controllable 

photochromies represent a low-energy approach to controllable transmission glazing 

when compared to other chromogenic technologies available today, and the zero external 

power required to reduce the glazing transmission and to maintain that state will provide 

opportunities for applications where today's chromogenic technologies are not well 

suited. 

While the first such systems were generally novel in their construction, one 

emphasis of this work was the rationalization of a general framework through which 

present and future controllable photochromic systems can be discussed. The general 

approach to these devices involves separate chromogenic and radiation sensitive 

electrodes which allows a tailoring of the layers to the specific functions they serve. In 

addition to these electrodes, a major component in the device design is a compatible 
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redox species which can compensate the multitude of electrochemical reactions which 

take place in the device and facilitate the transfer of charge through the system. While 

this framework is a useful tool for discussing the technology, it is limited to the perceived 

role for the device components. 

To gain further insight into the technological challenges facing the 

commercialization of these devices, the framework was examined through a detailed case 

study of one particular system involving an anatase TiOi radiation sensitive electrode and 

a wo3 chromogenic electrode. While this study involved a particular implementation of 

the technology, it exposed a great many attributes of this system including kinetics, 

wavelength sensitivity, influence of construction parameters, sensitivity to non-uniform 

incident radiation, and control over the photochromic response. 

While generally impressive in the array of desirable properties exhibited by this 

system, there is a deterioration in performance exhibited on extended cycling under solar 

illumination. To isolate the source of this degradation, the individual cell components 

were examined for changes occurring during operation, and these changes were related to 

their individual effects on the device performance. While changes in the electrolyte 

redox species may have a limited impact on the system performance in this system, it 

appears that the overall degradation results primarily from changes occurring in the 

radiation sensitive electrode. In particular, this degraded performance appears to be 

related to the formation of metallic tin with the source of the tin being the underlying 

transparent conductor. 
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While the early presentation of the technological framework is useful for 

discussion of the overall processes occurring in these systems, the details of the 

mechanistics for a particular system can be much more involved. As presented in the 

framework, the processes occurring at the various electrodes and in the electrolyte have a 

relatively simple functional goal. The chromogenic layer colors through an 

electrochemical redox; the radiation sensitive electrode absorbs incident radiation and 

separates electrical charge; and the electrolyte serves a role of charge and ion transport. 

When studied in detail, as in the specific device investigated in this work, it is clear that 

these processes can be interrelated; and the simple functional role of a component such as 

the electrolyte involves a host of intermediate reactions which depend on the other 

components of the device. 

This work represents the first detailed published work on the emerging field of 

controllable photochromic devices, and as such it is clear that there is still much to be 

done to bring the technology to full fruition. Although only one device type was studied 

in detail here, three configurations were discussed in terms of the general framework for 

these systems, and each of these deserves further attention in terms of the detailed 

mechanistics and modes of degradation. As was exemplified by the UCPC system, the 

mode of degradation and challenges facing commercialization may not be obvious. Each 

system must be studied to gain an understanding of the particular mechanisms at work. 

Two primary areas of focus were identified for further study in the UCPC system 

as a result of this work. The first of these issues involves the gradual reduction in the 
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kinetics of coloration which appear to result from a deposition of metallic tin on the TiOi 

electrode. A detailed understanding of the processes involved in this degradation should 

be developed in order to limit effectively this process and reduce the observed 

degradation. The second of these issues surrounds the details of the electrochemical 

redox reactions occurring in the electrolyte. While a mechanism was proposed in this 

work, further study should be conducted on the details of these reactions. Owing to the 

complexity of the interaction between the redox electrolyte and the electrode materials 

under the influence of incident light and applied electric fields, it seems necessary to 

understand these interactions in order to further improve the performance and stability of 

the system. 
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Appendix A. Variable Shading Coefficient Glazing 

A glazing system serves several roles in an architectural or automotive setting, 

and among those functions are the transmission of selected spectral wavelengths and the 

regulation of thermal transfer through the glazing. Through the years, a variety of 

controls have been used to help regulate both the transmittance and thermal aspects of 

glazing technology. Some of these controls include drapes and blinds, external shading 

devices, automatic awnings, and the like. While these systems can be effective, it is 

desirable to incorporate this regulation into the glazing system itself. 

When considering the visible transmittance aspect, the UCPC device as described 

in this thesis is well suited, exhibiting a controlled change from approximately 75% to 

5% photopic transmittance. The control over visible light transmittance provides a level 

of comfort and privacy for the occupant in lieu of drapes and blinds which obscure the 

view through the window. 

The solar heat transfer through a glazing is often expressed as the shading 

coefficient, SC, which is a constant for a particular traditional glazing. In the case of 

many chromogenic systems, the SC is no longer constant since the optical properties and 

hence the solar heat transmittance change at the discretion of the user. The shading 

coefficient must then be considered to be a function of the state of the glazing and 

calculated for each state. 
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Selkowitz and Lampert calculated the shading coefficient for three "phototypical" 

electrochromic devices prepared in dual pane configurations[50]. The "phototypical" 

electrochromic devices differed in their optical modulation in one of three ways: 

1. Uniform modulation of visible and IR 

2. Modulation in the near-IR with constant visible transmittance 

3. Modulation of visible radiation with constant blocking of IR 

Additionally, the cases of modulation due to absorption in the device versus reflection 

were considered. When considered as part of a dual-pane configuration as shown in 

Figure A.l, the shading coefficients were calculated as a function of the visible 

transmittance, and the resulting values are plotted in Figure A.2. As indicated in this 

figure, the benefits of modulation due to a reflective rather than an absorptive mechanism 

can have a large effect on the shading coefficient for the glazing system. For the low 

transmittance state, the shading coeffient for a reflective system with visible and IR 

modulation was less than half that of a similar absorptive system. While these 

calculations represent the extreme cases, it is clearly desirable to regulate transmission in 

the widest spectral range possible, visible and IR, and incorporate a reflective component 

in the modulation. 
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Figure A.l: Schematic diagram showing the configuration of a dual-pane window 
incorporating an EC glazing for calculation of the shading coefficient. 
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Figure A.2: Shading coefficients calculated for a dual-pane window of the type shown in 
Figure A.l containing EC elements with modulation in the indicated spectral region(s) 
with modulation due to either absorbing or reflecting elements. 

The ability to vary the solar heat gain through glazing on demand is attractive 

from the standpoint of energy conservation. On demand, it is possible to increase solar 

heat gain during cold weather and reduce heat gain during hot weather reducing the 

heating and cooling load. While one might consider a glazing element with a constant 

SC for climates where one load is predominant, there still generally exist periods where 

the other load dominates. For example, those living in a climate with cool winters and 
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moderate summers, such as that of the northern United States, generally have much 

greater heating loads than cooling loads. For these areas, the use of air conditioning is 

becoming more and more prevalent, and because the cost of electricity for cooling is 

often much greater than the cost of heating fuel, cooling costs may be substantial when 

compared to heating despite the moderate summer climate and greater healing load. 

Where these conditions exist, a glazing with a controllable SC would be beneficial and 

would provide energy savings over a glazing with a constant SC. The added benefits of 

occupant comfort through reduced glare and privacy make such products attractive even 

in climates where the benefits from the variable SC might not quickly offset the initial 

investment. 

Variable SC glazing appears attractive over constant SC glazing for a significant 

percentage of climates even where one load, heating or cooling, is dominant. The added 

benefits of controlled visible modulation may provide incentive for the installation in 

climates where energy savings may not offset the initial investment. For the widest 

applicability, a large change in the SC is desired so that energy benefits might be realized 

in the greatest range of climates; and for electrochromic devices, a contribution to the 

optical modulation through a reflection component for the widest spectral range possible 

can be greatly beneficial. 
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Appendix B. Alternate Controllable Photochromlc Cells 

Examination of the findings in Chapter 6 revealed similarities in the processes 

occurring for the photochromic devices shown in Figure 6.1 A (WO3 / electrolyte / glass) 

and the UCPC device. Examination of electrolyte sampled from the photochromic cells 

showed the oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde and ihe double injection of 

protons and electrons into the WO3 film. Such a situation is similar to the UCPC cells 

described previously in which the electrolyte of the colored cell contains benzyl alcohol 

and its oxidation products, and the partially reduced WO3 film contains protons and 

electrons. Coloration of these somewhat dissimilar systems leads to a similar device state 

containing a WO3 film colored by insertion of cations and electrons and an electrolyte 

containing the standard electrolyte along with oxidation products formed from benzyl 

alcohol. The primary difference during coloration is the location of the electrochemical 

oxidation; and if it is assumed that the photosensitive layer acts to enhance the 

performance during coloration, it should be possible to produce a controllable 

photochromic device which does not contain the titania layer. 

With these consideration in mind, a cell constructed as shown schematically in 

Figure B.l might be expected to color and bleach in a manner similar to the user-

controlled photochromic devices containing the titania layer, albeit at a slower rate of 

coloration. Devices of this type were constructed in a manner analogous to the standard 

UCPC cells with the exception of the photosensitive layer for which a transparent 
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conductive oxide coated substrate was substituted. The conductive oxide substrates 

investigated were Tec 15 from LOF and lOQ/D FTO from Pilkington. The electrolyte 

incorporated in this cell design was the standard electrolyte used in the UCPC cells 

consisting of 90vol% benzyl alcohol, I0vol% 4-ferr-butylpyridine, and O.IM lithium 

triflate. 
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Figure B.l: Alternative controllable photochromic device prepared as a standard UCPC 
device without the TiOi layer. 

Coloration and bleaching of these devices were carried out under the same 

conditions imposed on the UCPC cells. The device was colored under illumination from 

a 500W xenon arc lamp with the leads shorted, and bleaching was effected through 

application of 1.2 V to the device leads. As seen in Figure B.2, the rate of coloration is 

much slower than that seen in the UCPC cell containing TiOi as the radiation sensitive 

electrode. For these cells, the current flow through the external leads was negligible 
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when compared to that of the UCPC device, and the total charge passed was far less than 

would be necessary to color the WO3 layer to the depth achieved. Coloration kinetics for 

both cells were coincident with those for the photochromic devices discussed in 

Chapter 6, and the electrode opposing the chromogenic electrode appears to have little 

effect on performance in this system configuration. 
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Figure B.2: Coloration and bleaching kinetics for alternate controllable photochromic 
devices prepared as standard UCPC device without TiOi layer. Graph on left is device 
prepared with FTO in place of TiOi, and graph on right shows the behavior for a device 
prepared with Tec 15 in place of TiOi. 

For the cell containing Tec 15, bleaching was rapid and complete; however, there 

was a substantial volume of gas produced during bleaching which resulted in main seal 

rupture after two bleaching cycles. Seal rupture was localized allowing further generated 

gas to escape while retaining the electrolyte in the device, and the cell was further cycled 

for 12 cycles (approximately two days) with little change in the kinetics of coloration or 

bleaching. For the case of cells prepared with ITO, bleaching was not complete. While 
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initial bleaching was observed upon application of the external potential, the FTO film 

gradually turned brown and opaque leading to an overall decrease in transmission. 

Investigation of the conductive oxide layers after bleaching indicated an overall 

decrease in the conductivity of the films. Although the increase was relatively small for 

the case of the TECI5 film (l4Q/n to IQQ/D), the ITO film became highly resistive. 

SEM and EDX analysis revealed individual spherical particles of indium metal 

distributed across the surface of the substrate, and the lack of conductivity in the layer 

indicates the distributed nature and lack of contact between the particles. 

While the performance of these devices is somewhat inferior to that of the UCPC 

cell device type described in this work in terms of kinetics and stability, they do 

demonstrate some of the versatility possible with this device type and provide some 

insight into the mechanistics. In particular, the generation of gas at the conductive oxide 

electrode and reduction of the film itself are striking differences between these device 

configurations. 

Both the generation of gas and the reduction of the oxide film are indicative of the 

highly reducing conditions present during bleaching. In the case of the devices described 

in this appendix, the current flow during bleaching is much greater than that observed in 

the UCPC devices described previously. For a standard UCPC device, the charge passed 

during bleaching from 20%T photopic to 65%T photopic is about 0.55C; however, for 

these devices, the charge passed was 0.66C for the Tec 15 device and more than 13C for 

the rrO cell. The increased charge passed is indicative of the electrochemical reactions 
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occurring during bleaching which are not necessarily contributing to the oxidation of the 

WO3 layer such as the evolution of gas and the reduction of the transparent conductor. 

Such behavior might be explained due to the high availability of electrons in the 

conductive oxide layers leading to increased charge transfer across the interface and 

enhancing reduction reactions at the surface of the electrode. 

The results from these experiments can be compared with those for UCPC cells 

with scratched TIOt layers described earlier. Scratches through the TiOi layer exposed 

the underlying transparent conductor to the electrolyte and promoted the early onset of 

gas evolution within the cell. These results emphasize the need for TiOi films of high 

quality which do not allow contact between the electrolyte and the transparent conductor. 

The necessity for the TiOi to act as a boundary layer between the electrolyte and 

transparent conductor must be balanced with the desire for high porosity in the film. 

Increased porosity in the film allows for a greater interfacial contact area with the 

electrolyte and results in rapid kinetics. However, it also allows for percolation of the 

electrolyte through the layer to the transparent conductor surface. Therefore, a balance 

must be met to establish the desired kinetics without deleterious production of gaseous 

byproducts. 
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Appendix C. Dye Sensitized Controllable Pbotochromic Devices 

During the course of this work, another controllable photochromic system has 

appeared in the literature. This research is being conducted by a group at the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory, NREL, and the device is a combination of work on dye 

sensitized solar cells and electrochromic technology. The initial paper on this research 

appeared in 1996[74]; and while it has appeared in the literature several times since then, 

the construction and performance have remained relatively the same[75-77]. 

The construction of this device is shown schematically in Figure C. 1; and when 

compared with the Donnelly device described previously, the primary difference is seen 

to be in the light sensitive electrode. This electrode is made from a thick titanium dioxide 

film with high surface area which is coated with a ruthenium dye complex. The dye 

complex absorbs light in the visible spectrum at energies less than those absorbed by the 

titania film itself. Upon absorption of light, the excited dye molecule rapidly transfers an 

electron into the titania film; and In this manner, the dye is said to sensitize the titania to 

visible light. 
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Figure C.l: Diagram of a clye-sensiiized photoelectrochromic device and meciianisms 
proposed for its operation[77I. 

The perceived operation of the device as outlined in the papers also follows along 

the guidelines presented earlier in Chapter 3. In this case, the redox species present in the 

electrolyte is iodine just as it generally is in sensitized solar cells. The behavior of the 

iodine differs greatly from benzyl alcohol in that iodine is much more readily reduced 

back from the oxidized state. As noted previously, the reduction of the redox species 

must be compensated through the oxidation of another component in the system which is 

the electrochromic tungsten oxide film in this case. The result is a spontaneous bleaching 

process which occurs when the leads are shorted and the system is removed from the 

incident radiation. Thus, no power is required in this system for either coloration or 

bleaching which is attractive for energy conservation as well as retrofitting current 
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windows wiiere the availability of electricity is scarce. The performance of one such cell 

is reproduced in Figure C.2 which shows a modest change in the transmission on cycling. 
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Figure C.2; Transmission kinetics measured at 788nm for a dye-sensitized 
photoelectrochromic cell illuminated by "chopped white light" with an intensity of 
~75mW/m-[74]. 

While the automatic bleaching process is attractive, it effectively represents a 

weak short such as that found in the hybrid electrochromic devices discussed earlier. As 

a result, a significant portion of the light harvested by the device for coloration is lost to 

this inefficiency. To compensate for this lost energy, a greater portion of the spectral 

radiation must be absorbed by the device. This absorption must come from beyond the 

UV region as this is already inherently absorbed which means a decrease in transmission 

in either the visible or IR spectra. Because there do not appear to be any dyes currently 
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described in the literature which absorb only in the IR and efficiently transfer electrons 

into the titania film, the designers are forced to use visible dyes which are generally 

colored. Thus not only does the device suffer from a high-end transmission decrease, but 

it also acquires a color which has generally either been purple or yellow-green. 

While the functionality of this device structure has been demonstrated, little 

information has been reported regarding the stability and degradation characteristics. 

Published reports suggest that the device as a whole should be stable based on the 

reported performance of sensitized photoelectrochemical solar cells. However, within the 

photoelectrochromic device there are a number of interactions in addition to those present 

in the solar cells, and this extrapolation may not be an accurate indication of the inherent 

stability. This issue must be addressed since commercial implementation of this system 

will depend on environmental and cycling stability. 
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